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Leatherique‐restora on
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We at Permanent Painted Coa ngs, have produced and sourced many
quality products. Which we have either manufactured here in Australia or shipped in from USA and the UK

PPC PRODUCTS in Australia on the Northern Beaches of Sydney 1997. The cur‐
rent owners bought it 19 years ago and have systema cally added to the original line up
of products with brands coming and going over the years. Our Mo o has always been
“Products that work”. With this philosophy in mind we have tried many and dropped
many to give us a good line up of products to primarily suite the car restorer or someone
who has rust or corrosion issue. Some of our own branded products are PPC SW2
Coa ng, PPC Tuﬀ Stop Rust Chassis Paint, PPC Tuﬀ Stuﬀ, Tuﬀ Sh*t, PPC Marine Clean,
PPC Metal Ready and PPC Paint Stripper, to name a few.

EASTWOOD PRODUCTS, have been part of the DIY community in the USA
since 1978, They a ended car shows, listened to customers and saw ﬁrst‐hand what
their customer’s needs were and produced in‐house product, development and tes ng
with a strong track record of high‐quality, innova ve products, for all DIY usages. There
are 4000 unique products with the know‐how to “Do the Job Right.” Used and trusted by
top builders to beginners. (Lots of how to videos).
BILL HIRSCH products work as a complete system. Used together, they stop rust
and corrosion and prevent it from returning. Bill Hirsch began over 40 years ago in the
U.S.A. Its original purpose was to service the auto, military and motorbike markets. Since
then its versa lity and durability has seen it put to work in all sorts of areas ‐ many of
them quite unexpected; Boats, trailers, homes, factories, helicopters, farms, and mining
equipment ‐ the list goes on. Wherever there is a need to protect against rust or corro‐
sion, or purely for its sheer durability. Bill Hirsch is the best product to use.

BILT HAMBER range includes polishes, waxes and clay bars. For An

-Corrosion,
they oﬀer safe and easy to use biodegradable rust removers. These are used extensively
in vehicle restora on, fuel tank and waterway cleaning. Their Cavity Waxes are tested
to destruc on and massively outperform other compe ng materials. Now available in
bulk and in easy to use packs ‐ so protec on of vehicles for life has never been easier.
Cleaning and Degreasing is covered by compliant formula ons that use water based
products for cleaning power equal to and superior to harsh solvents. Their range in‐
cludes snow foams, degreasers, hand cleaners and vehicle shampoos and polishes.

LEATHERIQUE products were originally formulated by George Pavlisko Sr. for
actual restora on purposes, not for commercial gain. They really work and have been
used on many of the worlds ﬁnest and rarest automobiles, an ques, and for personal
use by many experts in the ﬁeld of leather care and restora on. They were good enough
for Eastern Airlines (remember them?). The Smithsonian since about 1970 and the Hen‐
ry Ford Museum. They s ll make custom dye for a few of the Stars including Jeﬀ Foxwor‐
thy. George has con nued the tradi on of customer service and concern for each of our
client’s projects. They care about auto interiors, furniture, and leather apparel just as
you do, and know from experience the best way to treat and care for your leather items.
Leatherique products are the “original” and “Simply the Best for Leather” as dubbed by
the Rolls Royce Club in 1968. It is a company family owned by people who OWN the cars.
It essen ally comes in two stages; 1. Rejuvenate and Clean and 2, Prep and Re Dye.

PPC CO Unit 1 / 4 Prosperity Parade,

WARRIEWOOD, NSW 2102

Tel: (02) 9999 0122

Email: sales@ppcco.com.au

Website: https://ppcco.com.au

CLEANERS & ETCHERS
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PPC MARINE CLEAN (Water Based)
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Cleans and Degreases in one application.

No residues, noxious fumes or flammable solvents. leaves no residue. No petroleum products used.
A mixture of organic and inorganic materials.
USAGE: For cleaning and degreasing: Use to degrease metal, Cars, Boats, Trailers, Steel Beams,
Machine parts, Turbine blades, Diesel Engines, Compressors, Transformers, Bulkheads, Deck plates,
Bilge areas. Use anywhere you want to get rid of grease. House washing, diluted in the home
Removal of Oily deposits found in closed systems such as: Air conditioning, Boiler tubes, Compressor lines, Heat exchanges and coils, light distillates, Mineral Oils, Heavy grease.
Painted Surfaces : We sell to house cleaning companies before they repaint.
USAGE:- Dilute, leave on for 1/2 an hour. Wash off.

250ml

1 litre

4 litre

20 litres

PRE-PAINT PREP -

EW-10041Z

Do Not use with Bill Hirsch Paints.
The final step in surface Prep.
Wipe on, wipe off.
Removes Silicone, Wax, polish, grease buffing compound, and even road tar.
Ensures clean surface that is ready for final painting or powder-coating and
promotes paint/powder adhesion.
(Not recommended to use with Bill Hirsch Miracle Paint). 312 grams

PPC METAL READY

Rust Remover and Pre-primer - Etches Metal and leaves a Zinc Phosphate coating.
Water based non-toxic, non-flammable, non-caustic and non-corrosive.
USAGES:
Removes RUST by dissolving it…..Metal is left ready to paint. Etches metal to provide a better surface
profile for painting Coats the metal with Zinc Phosphate to inhibit further rusting.
Promotes better paint adhesion Improves welding conductivity.
Removes rust stains from non-metallic surfaces - porcelain, ceramic, fibreglass. Metal Ready is not a
long term rust killer. It is preparing the surface for paint.

250ml

500ml

1 litre

4 litre

20 litres

AEROSOL INJECTED CLEANER

EW-12846Z

Cleans Hard-to reach areas such as Paint Guns, Brake Lines, Fuel lines and tubing.
A Powerful cleaning formula which will remove fresh paint, greases and contaminants.
The injection system is a unique two-piece nozzle that lets you configure the aerosol for your
application. Its versatile 360° valve allows you to apply in any direction or from any
position for cleaning Paint Guns, Brake Lines Transmission Lines, Fuel Lines, Transmission Lines,
Fuel Lines, Fuel Rails, Air Intake systems, Carburetors and so much more.

SOLVENTS AND PAINT STRIPPERS
PPC PAINT STRIPPER - LIQUID AND GEL

PPC SOLVENT
PPC Solvent can be used when thinning or spraying. PPC
Solvent is of high purity with minimal moisture content.
It can also be used for thinning most 2 pack products,
lacquers and epoxy paints.

250ml,

www

500ml,

1 litre,

https://ppcco.com.au

4 litre

Will remove enamels, epoxies, lacquers, polyurethanes.
Fast and powerful, won’t damage or etch glass or aluminium.
Water soluble, clean and simple to clean up. Apply with a brush,
leave for 10 - 30 minutes. Cover with food wrapping to assist
coat removal.
Available in liquid form for
tanks etc. $35.00

4 litre and 1 litre

1800 643 229

PRIMERS
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SELF-ETCHING WELD THRU
EW-12899 Z
Has organic binders that replace conductive
heavy metals such as copper and zinc.
Burns off during welding, leaving a corrosionresistant, self-etching primer for paint prep.
Reduces spatter and distortion caused by excessive heat that occurs during the welding process.
Compatible with MIG, TIG and Arc welding.
Enhances adhesion and durability and is compatible with most top coats.
454 grams

SELF-ETCH PRIMER GRAY

U-POL WELD #2 - ZINC & COPPER
Weld through Zinc Rich Primer for high
adhesion, super conductive primer offering excellent rust protection when applied
to panels prior to Resistance SPOT, MIG
AND TIG WELDING.
Can be overpainted with Epoxy Primers
Fast drying, - speeds up the welding process
High concentration of zinc in the dry film
Corrosion resistant 346 grams

2K AERO SPRAY - GRAY PRIMER
Epoxy Primer EW-14149Z
2K AERO SPRAY - BLACK PRIMER
Epoxy Primer EW-14790Z
Can be applied over: steel, aluminium, fiberglass, body fillers,
existing finishes
Do not apply over; self-etching primer, lacquer.
Pot Life: Approximately 48 hours after button on bottom is
pushed and can is activated.

376grams

www
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EW-11193Z
Start with Extreme Chassis Black Primer.
Maximise adhesion. Improves chip
resistance.
Use before the other Eastwood Extreme Paints
Coverage 3/4 of a square metre

EW-16014Z

Not for use with Eastwood
Chassis Black

Coverage:
2.3 sq. metres - 3.2 sq. metres

EXTREME CHASSIS BLACK PRIMER

397gram

Clean rust-free metal to improve adhesion and
durability of most non-epoxy top coats. Use to
prep aluminium, steel, stainless, scuffed galvanized...makes a great base for high-build
primers or spot repairs.
Coverage: 1 can - 1 square
metre
Withstand Temperatures:
76°C

Ideal application conditions:
Temperature between20-30 degrees C
at 50% humidity or less You'll achieve
professional results from an easy to use
aerosol.
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HIGH BUILD SELF-ETCHING PRIMERS
EW-14260





Etches and primes bare metal in 1 step



Use with non –epoxy primers and topcoats.

Fills-ins imperfections, sand easily
Strengthens adhesion, durability, and colour
hold-out.

Newly-fabricated parts and body panels ready for their
finishing.
Sandable primer.

U-POL ACID 8 - Grey
Is a 1K ready-to-use etch primer. Used for priming
bare metal surfaces, or for adhesion of paint and
also prevents steel from rusting. Chromate free.
Typical applications are; or over
other small rub-through areas
prior to painting, on new bare
metal panels or over bare seams
before sealant is applied.
1 litre / 347 gram

GRAY EPOXY PRIMER AND CATALYST

EW-51126 ZP .946 litre

BLACK EPOXY PRIMER AND CATALYST

EW-51121 ZP .946 litre

Can be used as a primer and sealer. Excellent adhesion and corrosion
resistance. Fast drying & maintains good colour. Can be sanded after 2
- 3 days.
Apply over Steel, Aluminium, Fibreglass, Body fillers and existing fillers.
Spray coats to 1mil dry film thickness. Can be coated after 30
minutes approximately (wait 46 - 60
minutes after applying more than
two coats) up to about five days.
After 5 days primer MUST be scuffed
prior to topcoat. May be sanded
(wet) the day after applications.
946ml and Aerosol

1800 643 229

RUST PREVENTIVE PAINTS (Option 1)
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A recommended 3-PART process to have a long las ng metal protec ons
1. Degrease and clean
2. Rust Removal and Etch

3. BILL HIRSCH’S Miracle Paint
Miracle Paint stops rust dead in its tracks.
When applied properly it is a permanent cure to rust.
Miracle Paint can be applied to New metal, wood, concrete or unglazed
tiles. If coating over steel, aluminium or smooth metal, clean with PPC Marine Clean and etch with PPC Metal Ready.
Clear Miracle Paint is the best sealer that you can put on concrete to stop
dusting or to seal grout or quarry tile. Miracle paint is a moisture cured
urethane.
It is very flexible, resists cracking and scratching from stones and sharp objects.
When dry it is not affected by petrol, oil, anti-freeze, lacquer thinner, road salt
or battery acid.
COVERAGE: 10 square metres per litre

Colours available: Black, Silver, White and Clear
Available in:

125ml

475ml

.946 litre

3.78 litres

CUSTOMER COMMENTS: - I have
found the Bill Hirsch Miracle Paint
great to work with and there is no
need to deglaze the surface by sanding
before applying 2K ﬁller.
This reduces my labour me considerably and keeps a good coat over the
treated surface. I recommend these
products to anyone doing vehicle restora ons. - Andrew

BILL HIRSCH Heavy Duty Miracle Paint - applies a thicker coat - Good for heavily
pitted areas
A moisture-cured non-porous paint that bonds to rusted and corroded metals like no other coating.
version of our famous paint. Use this heavy duty version for rust areas that require a
thicker coat or where extremely heavy rust is present.
It dries rock hard and will not chip, crack or peel. Impervious to petrol, lacquer thinner, salt
and most acids.
Can be painted directly over rusted surfaces. Is strengthened by moisture.
Will seal concrete, grout, wood, metal and porous tile like nothing else.
Can be sprayed, rolled or brushed.

Available:

475ml

.946 litre

COVERAGE: 8 square metres per .946ml

h ps://ppcco.com.au

This is the heavy duty

3.78 litres
Colours available: Black, and Silver

1800 643 229
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A recommended 3-PART process to have a long las ng metal protec ons
1. Degrease and clean
2. Rust Removal and Etch

PPC Satin Black Chassis Paint SATIN BLACK
Brush on for a spray like finish
PPC Satin Black Chassis Paint—Satin Black. Use on all metals, wood and
concrete.
It will beat rust anywhere—Automotive, Industrial, Marine and Farming.
Application to rusted, seasoned or sandblasted metal surfaces
are best.
(NO primer please).
Key smooth metal or bead blasted surfaces with 300-400
sandpaper.
Prepare surfaces for PPC Marine Clean to degrease the surface. Etch with PPC Metal Ready.
Do not use with rust converters and solvent based cleaners as they may affect the metal bonding power of PPC Stop
Rust.
Tried and tested for many years.
Available in 1 litre and 500ml

www
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RUST ENCAPSULATOR PLATINUM—(SILVER)
Can be used as a top coat or can be top coated with almost any paint. It can be applied over bare metal or surface
rusted areas. Brush or spray applied with conventional spray equipment. Rust Encapsulator Platinum is ideal for any type of
rusted metal surface and can withstand temperatures up to 350 degrees Fahrenheit.
Passed over 1,500 hours of salt spray testing.
Tenacious bond permanently fuses to both bare, clean steel and corrosion.
Can be applied directly over surface rust.
Heat resistant to 176°C .
Simple prep – wire brush, degrease and apply with brush, roll or spray
(spray for best results).
Can be top-coated with any high quality paint system.

U.V. RESISTANT PAINT

3.8 litres - EW-16257 / .946 litre- EW-16258

/ 475ml - EW-16259

RUST ENCAPSULATOR Flat Black
EW 16065 ZP
Superior sunlight resistance and overall durability. Prevents
rust creep.
A great primer for floor plans and other under body parts.
Fills pin holes and fills surface
irregularities and is compatible
with lacquer, enamel and urethane
top coats.
Heat resistant up to 205 degrees
C.
For best results use PPC Metal
Ready first.

RUBBERIZED RUST ENCAPSULATOR
EW-13651Z
Protect from further rust scale and stone chips
Flexible finish protects surfaces from abrasions and
deadens sounds. Epoxy-fortified for better adhesion
and durability. Apply directly over rust.
Remains flexible and durable.
It exceeded 1000 hours of salt
spray chamber testing.
Surpasses the standards for a 2
-component catalysed coating.
Satin Black Finish.

RUST ENCAPSULATOR
COLOURS—MATTE BLACK EW 16060Z SATIN RED EW-16040Z
WHITE EW-14824Z SILVER EW-16080z MATTE GRAY EW-14822

Superior sunlight resistance, preventing rust creep and promoting overall durability. A great primer for floor pans and
other under body parts. Fills tiny pin-holes and surface irregularities and is compatible with lacquer, enamel and urethane
topcoats.
Heat resistant up 205°C.
For the best rust results
use PPC Metal Ready first.

TEXTURED RUST ENCAPSULATOR

BLACK EW-14741Z
Great for floor pans, frame rails and rocker panels. The new
textured finish can hide spotty surface rust by making the whole area a textured finish!. UV resistant
compatible with most topcoats and epoxy fortified
for superior adhesion. Simply paint over the top of
rust and stop the spreading and
forming of new rust.
Temperature: 204°C resistant.
Coverage: 1 square metre.

Withstands up to 121°C.

www
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INTERNAL FRAME COATING GREEN AND BLACK W/SPRAY NOZZLE
`

EW-12515Z - Green. EW 15275Z - Black

Protect the inside of your Frame, Rocker Panels and Pillars
Tough phenolic resin penetrates, converts and encapsulates the rust on the
internal surface.
Zinc Phosphate seals it to prevent future corrosion 60cm long tube with conical nozzle reaches in to spray coating in a radial pattern for complete coverage.
Coverage: 1 sq. metre per can.

Fully cures in 14 hours

SW2 Protective Coating (We asked a Distributor, who said “We sell buckets loads to anyone with rusty
steel, inside/outside, Silo’s , Cars, anything, it really works—let it dry and paint over it”)
To dramatically extend the life of galvanised trailers spray over with SW2
An Oil-based, clear in colour thin penetrating liquid which dries to a non-tack finish.
Anti-corrosive. Water Resistant. Easy application. Multi-purpose. Can be over coated with High
Build Rust Barrier Lead and chromate Free. Not recommended for immersion service
Uses: Interior of vehicle doors and body panels
Silos and farm buildings Underside of surfaces on appliances,
such as freezers and washing machines. Marine topsides as a
base coat. SW2 use as a protective film on stored machinery
parts, castings etc. By the seaside, a thin coat and paint on top
your beams and pillars. Coat Galvanised Boat Trailers to extend
their life
500ml,
1 litre,
4 litre Aerosol

DEOX DYNAX S-50 Cavity wax with hard to reach applicator

Dynax waxes are formulated with high performance anti-corrosive
properties for protection against corrosion.
Dynax S-50 is designed for internal use, with a long 62cm (2ft) thin spout.
Dynax S-50 comes in a large 750ml aerosol can.

A great Cavity Wax with a long thin 360 degree application

Ideal for all those difficult to get to places

Spray areas you can’t paint.

Great for use in box sections.

Leaves a self healing wax like surface.

Kills existing corrosion.
SAMPLE 3 is Dynax S-50. Tested against other products

Creeps into seams and welded flanges.

Virtually odourless.
750ml

DEOX DYNAX UC
Clear Cavity Wax

High-performance, anti-corrosion wax, provides a low film thickness see-through protective shield.
Apply to bare metal or painted surfaces, in fact
anywhere where a discrete and powerful
inhibitor is needed.
Safe to use on the vast majority of paint coatings.
The touch-dry, tough wax film provides mechanical
protection to the protected surface
too.

750ml aerosol
5 litre

www h ps://ppcco.com.au

DEOX DYNAX UB

“Underbody Sealer” Anti corrosive heavy duty
wax
A heavy duty wax for use on underbodies to protect against
corrosion from exposure to beaches and salt air.
Good for vehicle and underbody and harsh environments. Leaves a hard wax surface.
Better than bitumen type covers, as it won’t crack and
peel. Good for internal salt exposure
on two coats over 24 hours.
A must if you use your vehicle on
the beach. Dark brown in colour.

750ml Aerosol
5 litre
1800 643 229

RUST REMOVAL
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DEOX C - Concentrated Rust Removal Powder
Concentrated 1 part powder in 19 parts water, a Deox-C bath will clean the
most awkward, heavily rusted items brilliantly with no effort, distortion or health risk at all.
Deox-C leaves pure bare metal with no traces of corrosion.
Simple to use, economical and saves hours of less effective wire brushing or blast cleaning. Parts
are ready for painting or coating. Deox-C bath can be reused until it turns black.
Rusty Component

4 kilo = 80 litre bath mix
1 kilo= 20 litre bath mix

4 kilo

1 Kilo

Rust Removed

DEOX GEL Gellrust Remover
If items are too big for a Deox-C bath then use Deox-Gel - the same high-power yet safe
active constituents, but in a gelled form for brush application. Removes corrosion leaving
a bare-metal surface ready for paint or coatings.

Coverage:
Approximately 2 square metres per 1 kilo

1 kilo

5 litres

After 12 hours scrape off

PPC METAL READY
Rust Remover and Pre-primer - Etches Metal and leaves a Zinc Phosphate coating.
Water-based non-toxic, non-flammable, non-caustic and non-corrosive.
USAGES:
Removes RUST by dissolving it. Metal is left ready to paint.
Etches metal to provide a better surface profile for painting.
Coats the metal with Zinc Phosphate to inhibit further rusting.
Promotes better paint adhesion. Improves welding conductivity.
Removes rust stains from non-metallic surfaces - porcelain, ceramic, fibreglass. Metal Ready is not a long term rust killer. I is preparing the surface for
paint.

250ml

Ww

500ml

h ps:/.ppcco.com.au

1 litre

4 litre

20 litres

1800 643 229
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BILL HIRSCH Super Black Chassis - Semi Gloss Black
UV RESISTANT - Tough, durable paint for your Car Chassis, Undercarriage, Under-hood, frame
and accessories. Anywhere, you want a semi-gloss farm machinery, trailers, etc. Space Age, high
tech, semi-gloss coating that withstands an incredible 550 hour salt spray test with no signs of
breaking down. This product when properly applied will give you the finest finish you could hope
for. This product requires a non self etch primer or Hirsch Miracle Paint prior to application.

Available in

Aerosol 475ml

946ml

3.78 litres

TUFF SH*T BLACK
A Top Seller
IN GLOSS /SEMI-GLOSS
Apply a few thin coats for best results.
Durable, hard, flexible, non-porous, and very scratch and
abrasion resistant.
Spray Tuff Sh*t on frames, parts and hundreds of other
home and industrial uses.

400ml

www
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UNDERBODY TOP COATS
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CHASSIS BLACK UNDERBODY GLOSS
EW-10354ZP—.946 LITRE
EW-10000Z AEROSOL
UV Stable Resists corrosion, chips, scratches, brake fluid, fuel,
and solvents.
Apply multiple coats without
lifting.
85% gloss finish. Apply over
bare metal. Not for use over
self-etch primers.
Withstands temperatures of
150 degrees .
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ORIGINAL CHASSIS
BLACK SATIN EW-10043ZP .946 Litre Cans
UV-Stable Perfect for any undercarriage
component. Resists corrosion, chips and
scratches.
Temperatures up to 149°C.
Resists brake fluid, fuel and solvents.
Undercoating matches OEM finish.
Apply multiple coats without lifting.
Do not apply over self-etch primers
Not glossy, not dull 25 - 35%
gloss.
Coverage: .946 litres per can.

Coverage:
1 quart / .946 litres
Covers 4 square metres



4 square metres.

EXTREME CHASSIS
EXTREME CHASSIS BLACK GLOSS
EW—11173 ZP—.946 LITRE CANS
EXTREME CHASSIS BLACK SATIN
EW—11176 ZP—.946 LITRE CANS
Coverage—.946ml can covers 4 square metre.
3 x the resins of tradition coatings. Touch enough for undercarriange componentns.
Resist against corrosion, chips and scratches. Apply multiple coatings without lifting 25% to 35% gloss.
Cannot b applied over self-etching primers. Allow 15—20 minutes between coats.
EXTREME CHASSIS BLACK PRIMER
EW-11193Z - Aerosol
EXTREME CHASSIS BLACK GLOSS
EW-11172Z—Aerosol
EXTREME CHASSIS BLACK SATIN
EW-11175Z—Aerosol
Gloss or Satin Black paint for extreme durability.
Extreme Chassis Black Primer. Maximises adhesion and improves chip resistances.
Extreme Chassis Black Gloss has 3 times the resin of traditional under coatings. It is tough
enough for any under car component.
Coverage: 3/4 of a sq. metre

340grm aero

Top coat your frame and suspension parts with a tough, OEM matching paint, which helps to seal rust and improves resistance
against chips and scratches and resists brake fluid, fuel and solvents. Choose satin (60-70% gloss) or high-gloss (85% gloss)
finish. Apply multiple coats without lifting.

h ps://ppcco.com.au
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CLEAR COATS
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PPC TUFF SUPER CLEAR GLOSS - 2 PACK

Clear coat your chrome, stainless steel, copper or brass. Coat polished alloy wheels, aluminium boats, etc. PPC Tuff Super Clear urethane is a two part, DIRECT-TO-METAL high solid,
high gloss coating designed to go on polished nonferrous
metals.
PPC Tuff Super Clear will work well as an interior and exterior
protective coating.
PPC Tuff Super Clear is good as a clear coat over most existing paints and can be used on wood.

Sizes : 1 litre / 4 litre. )

DIAMOND CLEAR GLOSS

for BARE METAL & PAINTED SURFACES

EW-16105Z
A crystal clear barrier that keeps metal looking
bright. Spray brass, aluminium, steel, die-cast,
even cast iron parts.
Self-levelling, solvent-based, acrylic resists chips,
cracks, fading and yellowing and resists fuels and
temperatures up to 150°C.
For under hood applications, (except exhaust
manifolds). It does a beautiful job on polished
wheels, aluminium valve covers, as well as items
round the shop and home. It may slightly dull
reflectivity.
312 gram aerosol

DIAMOND CLEAR SATIN

for BARE METAL AND PAINTED

SURFACE

EW-16106Z
Add a semi-gloss/satin finish to protect your
vehicle's newly painted components.
Use as a top coat for most cured lacquer and
enamel paints.
Special low-sheen formulation won't offset the
"soft" OEM-like finishes of detail paints. Semigloss satin finish.
Resists chips, cracks, fading.

DIAMOND CLEAR GLOSS
FOR BARE METAL and PAINTED SURFACES
EW-10357Z

A Self-leveling CRYSTAL CLEAR, tough flexible coating,
which resists chips, cracks, fading and yellowing. Keeps brass, aluminium, steel, diecast, even cast iron looking great. May
slightly dull reflectivety. Resists fuels and
temps up to 150 C.
USAGE: Under hood applications except
manifolds. Polished wheels, . Aluminium
valve covers. Any shop and home items.

SHARKHIDE ALUMINUM PROTECTANT
EW-11983Z
Ideal to use on steel, aluminium, copper, brass, stainless
and fibreglass,
Protect your vehicle against the elements. Investment against
stains, oxidation (rust) weathering, grime, salt spray and pitting
with this clear, tough, flexible coating.

Will not chip, flake peel or yellow.

UV-stabilized and ozoneresistant.

Easy wipe-application.

.946 litres.

2K AERO SPRAY - AEROSOL







HIGH GLOSS CLEAR - EW-14148Z
MATT CLEAR EW-14792z

2-component catalysed technology.
Two chamber design aerosol.
Most durable paint in an aerosol
available.
Sprays like a paint gun.
Approximate coverage 0 .5 - 0.75
square metres.
Max Temperature: Paint will
handle up to 120 - 150 ° degrees C without
delamination, but colour shift may occur, so
it should not be used in a high heat setting.
Once activate, can life is 48 hours

PATINA PRESERVER EW-14995Z
A safe barrier between your metals and the natural
elements. This spray 100% invisible to the naked
eye. Protect from corroding, fading and tarnish.
Use with aluminium, copper, brass, steel and
more. Highly durable, UV and weather resistant.
Usage: Entire vehicles, wheels, bumpers, interiors
including aged and
vintaged surfaces.
Coverage: Approx.
1 1/2 square metres.
397g Aero

EXO-AMOUR EX-15350 Wipe-on Impervious Coa ng—Invisible Coa ng Protects
Bare and painted metal surfaces from corrosion, UV Damage and
Chemicals.
Temperature resistant up to 1093 degrees C.
Salt Spray resistant up to 4 000 hrs.
www
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ENGINE ENAMELS

BILL HIRSCH’S Engine
Enamel’s to 370 degree C
Have been on the market for 40 years and cars that were
painted 40 years still have Bill Hirsch Engine Enamels on
their engines. Rated to 370 degree C or 700 degrees F
and it still retains it’s gloss. Resistant to petrol and oil
when fully cured.
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2K HIGH TEMPERATURES CERAMIC
ENGINE PAINT - withstands up to 340°C
Ceramic Engine Paint withstands up to 340°C. Super-durable engine paint utilizes ceramic nano-technology that protects your engine and resists chips, chemical and heat.
Easy to apply – brush or spray.

Coverage: 3.7 sq./m.

Includes Urethane Activator

Colours available:
Aluminium
Austin Healey Green( the real one),
(with a silver fleck),
Black
Buick Late Green
Cadillac Dark Blue - 1949 - 1976
Chevrolet Orange
- 1995/1957-75/Not 56
Chevrolet Red - V8’s 1956 only.
Chrysler Hemi Orange (70-71 340)(66-71 426)(69-71 386, 440)
Chrysler Turquoise
- All 383 - 400 Big Block 1969 - 1972.
Chrysler Blue - 1973-1983
Ford Mustang Blue,
- 1067 on with 302 engines.
Ford Green - A’s. B’s,V8’s, to 41-42
Ford T-Bird Red
MG Maroon
Olds Gold
- late 1964 - 1976 350 Ct Engine
Old Green -Late 1949-56
Packard /BMC Green
Pontiac Turquoise
- 1975 Bonneville, all 1958
Pontiac Green
- 1930 - 39

Aluminum—EW-51631ZP
Gloss Black - EW-51632ZP
Matte Black EW-13784ZP
Buick Red—EW-51635ZP
Chevy Orange - EW - 61618ZP
Chevy Grey - EW-51625ZP
Chrysler Hemi-Orange EW-51620ZP
AMC Metallic Blue - EW-51615ZP
Old Ford Blue - EW-51682
Pontiac Metallic Blue EW-51630ZP
Pontiac Light Blue—EW-51629ZP
Universal Red EW-51634ZP

Available in .946 litres

SIZE— 1 QUART - .946 litres
60 different colours available.

2K AEROSOLS
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENGINE ENAMELS

Temperatures up to 340°C
GLOSS BLACK - EW-14925Z
FORD BLUE - EW-14928Z
GLOSS RED - EW-14926Z
CHEVY ORANGE - EW-14927Z
PRIMER GREY - EW-14932Z

www h ps://ppcco.com.au
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GLYPTAL 1201 Internal Engine Coating
Glyptal 1201 is a specialised, air-dried enamel coating, used in the USA for over 30 years.
its is used as an internal engine coating, (amongst, other electrical industry applications for insulation).
We have frequently been asked for this product,
particularly for older restorations with motors that are slightly
porous. Excellent resistance to oil and water, acid
and salt water.
Air-dried or it can be baked to a smooth finish.
Designed to withstand continuous temp of 135°C.
GLY-5 475ml

For the engine restorer

GLY-1 950ml

2K AEROSOLS
An Automotive grade paint. Chip Resistant, Chemical Resistant, UV Stable - Great for coating motorcycle frames to fenders and other parts where you want a tough two pack paint.
Its nano ceramic technology to provide a long lasting and durable finish, while keeping its beautiful finish for years.
The innovative nozzle and valve technology, combined with its two internal chambers, ensure the right ratio is mixed
every time.
Sprays like a gun with a broader spray pattern than conventional
aerosols and no mess to clean up. You'll achieve professional results
from an easy to use aerosol. Use anywhere on your car, for a tough
resilient finish .

Colours

Primer Grey
EW-14149Z.
Aluma Blast
EW-54294Z
High Gloss Clear
EW-14148Z
Black Gloss
EW-14145Z
Black Satin Finish
EW-14146Z.
Detail Gray
EW-54293Z
Spray Gray
EW-54295Z
Rat Rod Satin Black
EW-14791Z
Matt Clear
EW-14792Z
Contents: 318 grams
Once activated, can life is 48 hours.

Please find these 2K the High
Temperatures Engine paints

2K SUPER WHITE GLOSS—a superior top coat
UV Stable. That can be used in many applications.
Both auto, Marine and industrial.
Flexible. Non-porous.
Extremely scratch and chip resistant, high gloss, rock hard.

Usages - heavy duty vehicle chassis, motors, heat exchanges,
pumps, masts, decks and handrails, baths and kitchen counters.

1 litre and 4 litre
www
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ALUMA BLAST

ALMOST CHROME AEROSOL PAINT
EW- 25292Z
A chrome look paint to spray on small parts to give a finish
like chrome plating. Reflective enough to faintly see yourself
in it. About 30% as reflective as a mirror.
Withstands temperatures up to 149°C.
Contains zinc for corrosion resistance. Metallic enamel
Coverage: Approx. ½ sq./m.
340 grams
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ALUMINIUM REPLICATION EW-10109Z
Spray a protective, durable, natural satin finish on smooth-cast
aluminium car parts.
Aluma Blast Paint duplicates the original look of cast
aluminium and protects up to 148°C.
A durable coating, which will keep
all those aluminium parts looking
brand new for a long
time.
Coverage: Approx.
½ sq./m
340 grams

*

DETAIL GRAY - BARE STEEL
REPLICATION EW-10036Z

CHARCOAL GRAY WHEEL PAINT
EW-10003Z
Has the correct tone, sheen and original equipment look.
Rally Wheel Charcoal Paint is appropriate for styled steel
wheels and backgrounds for chrome rims
and centre cape, especially for the Muscle
Cars era.
This high solids paint Covers over 1.2
square metres or two to four wheels
depending on application.
50%-60% gloss.

Specially formulated to duplicate the original look of die cast
and stamped steel.
Protects up to 149 °C .
Metal parts will keep that brand new look for a
long time.
Great on alternators and distributor housings
Coverage: ½ a sq./m.
Acrylic lacquer,
natural low 415% gloss.
340 gram

Max temperatures: 121 degrees C.
340gram

RALLY WHEEL - ARGENT SILVER
EW-10001Z
Silver Argent Paint matches the silvery tone, sheen and
appearance of many OEM wheels.
Durable and Long-Lasting
50-60% gloss
Temperatures Up To 121°C

12-oz. covers 2 to 3
wheels (6 sq. ft. 1/2 square metre.

PATINA PRESERVER

EW-14995Z
A safe barrier between your metals and the natural
elements. This spray 100% invisible to the naked eye. Protect
metal from
corroding, fading and tarnish. Use with aluminium, copper,
brass, steel and more. Highly durable, UV and weather
resistant.
Usage: Entire vehicles, wheels, bumpers, interiors
including aged and vintaged surfaces.
Coverage: Approx. 1 1/2 square metres.
397 gram
Aerosol

https://ppcco.com.au
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COLOUR SPECIFIC PAINTS - continued

SPRAY GRAY—CAST STEEL
REPLICATION EW-10032Z

Cast Iron Paint reproduces the original look of cast-iron
parts.
Perfect for cast-iron water pumps, intake
manifolds, master cylinders and more. It is
an acrylic lacquer, with a natural low 4 – 15%
gloss.
Spray Gray Paint is
good to use on
alternator and
distributor
housing.
It will protect up
to 150°C.
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SILVER CADMIUM—AEROSOL EW-10022Z
Replicates the special bluish-silver tint of the original Cadmium
plating used on many engine and transmission
parts.
Under hood and under-car components like coil
clamps, alternator pulleys,
carburettor and
transmission linkage
rods and more.
Acrylic lacquer
temperature:
Withstands up to 120°
C.
Coverage:
approx. ½ sq./metre
340 gram

TANK TONE EW10030Z,
RADIATOR BLACK PAINT GLOSS EW-10040Z / SATIN -EW- 10340Z

Standard engine paints are too thick for radiator use, because
they can interfere with heat transfer and block air flow
between the cooling fins.
Also, standard paint tends to flake off radiator tanks. Radiator
Black is a durable enamel resists temperatures of 120°C, petrol
and chipping.
Coverage: 1/2 a sq./340 grams .

STAINLESS STEEL DETAIL PAINT
EW-16312Z
Cured Thickness 2mm Matte Coating with a 4-15% gloss
level. 250 hours of UV and 250 corrosion protection. Good
resistance to Brake Fluid, Petrol and Acetone. Excellent

It helps to prevent rust. It contains
Zinc to protect your Fuel Tank
Get an EOM look plus corrosion
protection. Formulated with zinc
to protect tank rust.
No primer needed.
Coverage: 0.7 square metres.

UNDERHOOD BLACK LOW GLOSS FINISH
AEROSOL EW-10024

UNDERHOOD BLACK® Low Gloss is just the right
10-20 percent semi-gloss finish for most radiator
supports,
inner fender walls, under-hood
brackets and other under-hood
parts.
The Matte formula duplicates
the near-zero gloss finish you
find in many older cars for
those parts.
Both formulas resist chipping,
scratches and light impacts.
Coverage: covers 1/2 square
metre
312 grams.

TEXTURED UNDERHOOD FINISH AEROSO

resistance to antifreeze and motor oil. Heat resistant up to

MATTE BLACK - EW– 54251Z SILVER—EW-54383Z

149 degrees C.

Are you working on a resto mod or just looking for
a way to make under your hood different than all
the others? The wait is over.
Creates A Custom Textured Finish, Fast Drying
Formula
Perfect For: Firewalls, Inner Fender Wells, Under
Hood Accessories
Coat your under hood components in Eastwood
Textured Underhood Black for that one of a kind
look. Formulated from our original underhood black
you can be reassured that this coating will last for
years to come.

www
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UNDERHOOD BLACK MATTE AEROSOL

ZINC PHOSPHATE

EW-12032Z

EW-10281Z

It is the correct shade of black, having just the right matte
finish for many older cars used on radiator supports, inner
fenders, firewalls, under hood brackets and other parts. Just
clean, degrease and prepare the parts well and spray on.
Withstands temperatures of 121°C.
Goes on thin, for a smooth finish that will not hide surface
details.

Replicates charcoal grey OEM plating.
A durable spray-on enamel.
Withstands up to
149 degrees C.
4% to 8% gloss.
Coverage: 1/2 sq
metre.

312 grams .

340 grams.

GOLDEN CADMIUM KIT

EW-16160Z

Replicates the look of Golden
CAD plating.
A 3-step process that you can
do in your own driveway.
Lay down the golden base ,
coat with red and green to
lightly tint the part.
For brake boosters, calliper
brackets, striker plates and
more.

CLEAR ZINC AEROSOL

Kit includes one:
1 x 132gram can of Golden tin
1 x 142 gram can of red tint
1 x 142 gram can of green tint.
Coverage:
1/2 a square metre.
For best results use.
Diamond Clear over the top- EW
-16105Z

EW-10280Z
Duplicates the exact colour of factory zinc dichromate (blue/
grey) plating. Simply spray it on.
High solids enamel resists fading, chipping, fuel and UV light.
11% to 15% gloss.
Coverage: 1.5 square metre.
340 grams

GOLDEN CADMIUM AEROSOL
EW-10331Z
Need a little more Golden Cadmium Aerosol
Coverage: .5 square metre.

MASTER STEERING WHEEL REPAIR KIT

EW-52196Z

Restore your steering wheel to like-new condition.
UV light from the sun depletes the elastomers in your plastic or
hard-rubber steering wheels, resulting in ugly cracks that really date
your car
Contents:
PC-7 Epoxy, Adhesion Promoter.
PRE- Painting Prep.
Instructions.

www
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HIGH TEMPERATURE PAINTS

EXHAUST PAINT-ALUMINIUM COLOUR
EW-10020Z
Protects exhaust components from
below the manifolds or headers, all
the way back. (Not recommended
for the manifolds or headers
themselves.) Perfect for protecting
hangers, tail pipes and mufflers.
Coverage: ½ square metre.
Withstands up to 316°C.
284 grams
HI-TEMP FACTORY GRAY
HI-TEMP FACTORY SILVER
HI-TEMP SATIN BLACK
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HIGH TEMP BLACK SATIN
AEROSOL EW-10393Z

Replicates old school look traditional headers
and exhaust components.
Apply to bare clean surface, install component
and the engine exhaust heat will cure the paint
to a super durable and great looking coating.
Easy to touch up and will look great for years to
come.
Temperature resistant up to 760°C.
Aero - EW-10395Z Pint -EW-34105Z
Aero— EW-10396Z Pint—EW-10175Z
Aero—EW-10393Z Pint- EW-10133Z

Ideal choice when restoring or customizing exhaust manifolds and heaters. Easy to apply
with will provide years od durability and great looks.. This unique formular uses your engines exhaust to cure the coating.
Temperature resistant up to 760°C.
Coverage— up to 1 square metre
HIGH TEMP-INTERNAL EXHAUST COAT EW13795Z
Coat the inside of exhaust system components traps the heat inside the tubing, lowers
under hood and under car temperatures.
Comes with a 2-foot long, 360 degree aerosol extension nozzle for easy
application. For all new and
used exhaust system components.
Allow 8 to 12 hours to fully

Hirsch High Temp Dark Gray Primer
(needed for steel applications)
Heat-resistant Silicone Primer. Prevents rusting of metal surfaces exposed to high temperatures.
Usage: Stoves, fireplace screens and tools.
Manifolds, engines, barbeques and grills,
mufflers
and exhaust systems. Can be used as a finished coating.
Temperature resistant up to 427°C. with
peaks at 538°C

BILL HIRSCH’S Heat Paints
Space Age Black - 1093°C Bright Aluminium - 1093°C
Cast Iron Grey 980°C
Brush or spray these on to new, clean, or sandblasted manifold and exhaust
areas and they will restore the look to new.
Easy to use, withstands virtually all weather
conditions, dries fast and yields amazing results.
Sizes. 475ml Aerosols

Eastwood Exo-Armour
Wipe-on Impervious Coating
This invisible coating
protects bare and painted
metal surfaces from
corrosion, UV damage and
Chemicals.
Resists temperatures up to
1093 degree C.
Salt spray resistant up to
4000 hours.

PLASTIC BUMPER AND DOOR HANDLE REPAIRERS
LEATHERIQUE PLASTIC RESTORER
Leatherique Plastic Restorer can be used to
restore rubber and plastic bumpers, door
handles and black trim.
Restore the black faced parts/bumpers, etc. Easy
wipe on.

PLASTIC RESURFACER MATTE
BLACK AEROSOL EW-15089Z
Will restore and re-surface your external
plastic bumpers and panels, returning the
materials to their original lustre.
It is a permanent repair - It is not a paint.
It gets deep within
the plastic to reflow
the
plastic and restore
that factory finish
look.
312 grams.
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PPC FUEL TANK REPAIR KIT - good for up to 100 litre tank
(tried and tested for more than 15 years in Australia)KITS

Kit contains:

4 litres x PPC Marine Clean. 1 litre x PPC Metal Ready. 1 litre x Fuel Tank Sealer.
Repair material for sealing small holes and leaks. Detailed Instructions. A handy mirror for checking inside the tank.
An easy 3 stage process :

PPC Marine Clean mixed with hot water to clean all sludge, gum & varnish from inside the tank.

PPC Metal Ready removes rust, coats the inside of the tank with zinc phosphate for added adhesion.

Fuel Tank Sealer seals with a non-porous coating.

Compatible with all fuels including E10
Not affected by ethanol (E10)

PPC MOTORCYCLE REPAIR KIT Up to 20 litre Tank Kit contains:


1 litre x PPC Marine Clean. 1x 1 litre x PPC Metal Ready. 1 x 250ml x Fuel Tank Sealer.
Detailed Insulations. 1 x Mirror.
A kit designed for small tanks, petrol tanks, outboards, chainsaws, recreational vehicles, lawn motors, generators, etc.. An easy
DIY process in three stages.

For fibreglass tanks, Metal Ready not required.

Not suitable for plastic tanks.



Compatible with all fuels including E10.

RUST SPOT KIT

coverage 1/2 square metre - Hirsch - Miracle Rust Preventive Paint
Kit contains:: - 250ml x PPC Marine Clean. 1 x 250ml x PPC Metal Ready. 1 x 125ml Rust Preventive Paint. 1 x pair gloves. 2 x
paint brushes. Detailed Insulations and tips.
COLOURS AVAILABLE - Black, Silver, White, and Clear.
A kit designed to be used in smaller areas boots, floor pans, small jobs.

www
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EASTWOOD OPTIFLOW COMPLETE PRIMER KIT EW-98006 K
Kit contains:
1 x EW-19857—Dura Block Size 1. 1 x EW-19855—Dura Block 1/3, 1—1/2, 5/8 5—1/2. 2 x EW-14149Z 2K Primer Grey.
1 x EW-51202—Universal Mix Cups .946 litres 5pc set. 2 x EW-12416Z Guide Coat Black. 1 x EW-31376 2 3/4 x 27.5 yd
PSA Paper 320grit. EW-31377 2 3/4 x 27.5 ft PSA paper 440 grit. 1 x EW-19628 PSA 2.75” x 25M 220 Grit.
1 x EW-31374 2-3/4 x 27.5 yrd PSA Paper 120 grit. EW-19627 PSA Backed 2.75” x 82.66” x 25M. 1 x EW-23140 Optiflow
Roller Kit. EW-23120ZP Optiflow Epoxy gallon. 1 x EW-23131AP Optiflow Epoxy Catalyst. .

The Complete Kit includes everything you need to apply Op Flow Epoxy Primer and get it block‐sanded. Whether you are
tackling the en re project or just doing one panel at a me! You just apply the body ﬁller. With excellent adhesion and
corrosion resistance over bare steel as well as aluminum, ﬁberglass, body ﬁllers and even exis ng ﬁnishes. It's the basis for a
perfectly straight car with NO PAINT GUN NEEDED!.

BRANTHO-KORRUS 3 in 1 AEROSOLS

An Aerosol you have never tried before “A bloody good product”
This German company established in 1887. Made this Semi-gloss Coating in 1956. It has good adhesion and elasticity.
It has a low-solvent content and active rust-inhibitive pigments and high-solid content.
Excellent hiding power and filling properties. A single pack that beats 2Ks paints.

Almost all surfaces can be over painted with Brantho‐Korrux ‘3 in 1’. Including many plas cs, uPVC, powder coa ngs, aluminium, stainless steel, glass, mild steel, galvanised steel, most previous coa ngs, ﬁbreglass, cast iron, masonry, mber,
plas sol cladding, even ceramics subject to all types of exposures, from immersion, elevated temperature and chemicals to
abrasion.
Colours available:
Jet Black—9005A
Yellow - 1004A
Silver Aluminum—9006
White—9016A

https://ppcco.com.au

Cream—9001A
Green—610A
Silver Grey—7001

Gentian Blue—5010A
Nova Grey—7350
Traffic Red—3020A
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P38 Filler (Bog)

P38 Filler has over 30% more resin than other fillers which gives it much greater adhesion.
P38 has ultra fine particles for perfect feathering of edges, and is manufactured under vacuum,
which eliminates those pesky air holes you’ve experienced with other fillers. It’s more flexible,
tougher and able to tolerate higher temperatures than other
fillers (you can even use it in a baking over!)
Available in sizes:
4 x 25g pack 250ml

600ml

P40 Hole Filler

P40 Hole Filler is for applications that require more strength, such as bridging holes, or filling
high stress areas. P40 is loaded with tiny polyester fibres, which make it many times stronger
than ordinary body fillers. Use P40 Hole Filler to make permanent repairs to deep pits or rust
holes. Then use the P38 Filler to finish off the repair,
for a final smooth appearance.
Available in sizes:
4 x 25g Pack 250ml 600ml

1 litres

Alloy Wheel Filler
Plastic Bumper Filler
Isopon Plastic Bumper Filler is a flexible, easy to use filler that’s
been specially formulated to repair scratches and scuffs in most
types of plastic. Easy to sand and shape to exact bumper contour. Highly flexible with excellent adhesion

ISOPON Alloy Wheel Filler is a versatile filler that’s strengthened with real aluminium to repair and prime scratches and
scuffs in most types of alloy
wheels.
High adhesion across most
metals. Easy to sand to a
fine finish. A tough and
smooth repair.
4 x 25g Sachets

4 x 25g Sachets

250ml

500ml

Plastic Bumper Kit

Headlight Restorer Kit
All you need to restore the original shine
to dull scratched headlights.

Windscreen Repair Kit Cracks or Chipped
ISOPON Windscreen Repair Kit creates a tough
long lasting repair to minimise the appearance of
chips and minor cracks and stop them from
spreading in all types of laminated windscreens.

www
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250ml

U-POL DOLPHIN GLAZE
A premium, technically advanced finishing
glaze designed to eliminate pinholes and
surface imperfections prior to painting. Its
self-levelling formulation gives a smooth
ultra fine finish which requires minimal
sanding. Pinhole resistant . Excellent
adhesion Semi-flexible
Substrates: Direct to metal, prepared OEM
paint surfaces, aluminium, galvanized,
SMC, fiberglass, lightly abraded E coat,
most plastics

Alloy Wheel Repair Kit
Contents:
8 x 25 g Alloy Wheel filler sachets
1 x Hardener sachet
300ml Multi Purpose Primer Grey
Aerosol
Tack cloth, gloves, Solvent Wipes
Sandpaper - 2 coarse, 2 fine
10 x mixing sheets
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U POL Raptor Ute Liners and Kit - Available in Black, White and Tintable
Great for Utes, Trucks, Trailers, Boats
This is a 2-pack heavy duty urethane tintable coating. It’s supplied in different sizes. Can be sprayed with a Schutz gun,
brushed or rolled. It will adhere to almost any substrate. It protects against abrasion, salt air, rust and helps deaden sound.
Remains flexible. Touch dry in an hour.
(Tintable liner can be tinted with base coat tinters).

Raptor 2K - Black

1 litre

4 litre

Colours - Black, White and Tintable (to any colour)

NB - Use U-POL Acid-8 in corners and difficult to sand areas.
www
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X-MAT Under Hood and Headliner 51 x 39 x 1/4- EW-15825
Withstands up to 180°C. Reduces heat up to 40°C and sound as much as 8dB. Lightweight Sound and Audio Barrier for the
ultimate acoustic and thermal protection for your muscle car, street rod, boat or RV. Easily trimmed and installed under roof
panels under hoods, trunks and more. Conforms well to complex interior contours and shapes.

Coverage 1.28 square metres.

Vibration & Sound Damping Butyl - 10 metres x 44mm - Single roll
A single sided 1.75mm special black butyl laminated to a 100 micron Aluminium.
Supplied in a roll on a paper release liner, in a 10 metre length x 400mm thick.
Used for soundproofing and vibration damping and reduction of heat.
Can be cut to shape / size and then easily moulded to conform to complex
surfaces and can be painted over. Will stick to any clean, dry
surfaces. Cars, Boats, Trailers, Caravans, Ventilation ducts,
machinery casings, lifts and conveyors.
COVERAGE: 4 square metres. Average car is 3.8 square metres
Sold by the roll

Wurth Stone Chip and Corrosion Protection Aqua -

Black

Water-based. Recreating and repairing the original structure. Can be overpainted. Protect against stone
chips, damage and corrosion. For front and rear aprons, skirts.
1 litre
Suitable as a vibration dampening compound for firewalls, doors and floors
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RED LINE POWDER COATING GUNS EZ 50
For serious hobbyist or light duty jobs and shop work. A portable, fully adjusted up to 50 KV direct to back of the gun. Force
fed technology for perfect volume. A light weight and perfectly balanced gun. Long power cord and grounding clip allow for
maximum mobility and additional powder cups are available for
extra storage and colour changes.
3 x Additional powder flow deflectors (12mm, 19mm,22mm).
Start-up guide and user manual.

RED LINE EZ 100
Portable, no control box or extra wires. Fully adjustable 20 - 100 KV directly to back of the gun. Force fed technology for
perfect volume. Light weight and perfectly balanced gun for optimum comfort. A long powder cord and grounding clip allow
maximum mobility. 3 metre ground cable with connecting tip.
3 x Additional powder flow deflectors (12mm, 19mm, 25mm)
to create different sized powder clouds and the flat spray pattern (fan pattern) generator nozzle.
Start-up guide and use manual.

HI-TEMPERATURE FIBREGLASS TAPE
EW-10027

Protect bolt threads and studs from powder.
33 metres long by 12.7mm wide of fibre-glass tape.
Mask threads, machined surfaces and other areas not to be
powder coated.

HI-TEMP POLYESTER MASKING TAPE
1/8”/ 3.75mm x 66 metres—EW-16315
1/4”/ 6.45mm x 66 metres - EW-16316
1/2”/ 12.7mm X 66metres - EW-16317
3/4”/ 19.05mm x 66 metres EW-16318
1” / 25.4mm x 66metres - EW-16318
2” / 50.8mm x 66 metres - EW-16319
Green Polyester for powder coating applications.
Removes cleanly from surfaces
without leaving a residue.
Maximum Temp:
260°C Thickness: 3.5mls Can be
used for E-coating, plating and
anodizing. Tape off large areas.

www
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POWDER GUN STARTER KIT DUAL VOLTAGE

EW-33278 K (includes EW-11536)

Including 110v to 240v adaptor.
Dual-voltage Hot Coat gun, can powder coat interiors and hard to reach
corners. Coat and cure in under an hour.
Quick colour changes. Economical. With 2 settings. One 236.5 ml can covers
the same area as 2-3 spray cans. Contains no environmentally harmful
solvents. Hot coat power coating requires an air source and dedicated electric
oven (or toaster oven).
Including 110v to 240v adaptor
Hot Coat Powders come in a range of colours.
Prices vary with colours, please call for price.

Extra Kit Bottles EW - 10198B - 3 pack.

COLOUR CHART IS AVAILABLE ON
REQUEST for POWDER COATING
IF WE DO NOT HAVE THE EASTWOOD POWDER COAT COLOUR YOU REQUIRE.
WE AIRFREIGHT IN STOCK WEEKLY.

POWDER COATING POLISH EW-15862 Polish cured powder coated finishes and
painted surfaces to a mirror gloss with Eastwood Powder Coating Polish
POWDER COATING BEGINNERS BOOKLET EW-14104

SILICONE PULL PLUG KIT

EW-58113

Assorted Reusable Silicone Plugs - prevent powder build-up in
critical tolerance areas like threaded holes and more. Silicone
plugs are reusable because cured powder rolls right off. This kit
includes 125 plugs. Plugs range in size from 0.062" to 0.896" diameter. Reusable storage box included. Made in the USA

www https://ppcco.com.au

SILICONE CAP KIT EW-58114
Assorted Reusable Silicone Caps - Prevent powder build-up
in critical tolerance areas like threaded studs and more.
Silicone caps are reusable because cured powder rolls right
off. This kit includes 125 caps. Caps range in size from.
040"ID to .295"ID. Reusable storage box included. Made in
the USA
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CONTOUR SCT SURFACE CONDITIONING TOOL EW-21145 (requires 2000 watt - 110 - 240V Transformer)
Fully adjustable RPM range from 1000-3700. Powerful 9 amp double insulated motor. 6-Speed position rotary knob. Includes
one 4 inch wide by 4 inch diameter finishing drum. Ready for any paint or rust stripping project. It features a drum guard
enclosure and a rigidly mounted“D” handle for maximum safety. A high-torque, ball bearing supported motor and hardened
spur gears provide smooth operation and long life. Speed is easily
controlled with a 6 position rotary knob and ON/OFF trigger control.
Including 2000 watt 110 - 240V Transformer and 5 metre USA
extension cord.
ADDITIONAL DRUMS
Buffing Drum - EW-21172
Expanding Drum - EW-21146

Paint removal, rust removal and body filler removal

Abrasive Drum - 4.5” EW-21970
Paint, Heavy rust, scale, Body Filler removal and tight areas.
Narrow Abrasive Drum EW-32495
Finishing - Paint,rust removal and conditioning
Drum EW-21971- 60 grit finishing
Drum EW-21972-120 grit finishing
Drum EW-21973 -240 grit finishing
Drum EW-21176- 320 grit finishing
Narrow Finishing Wheels (with spacer set - 32490 - best for paint, rust, metal conditioning and tight areas
Drum EW-32495—40 grit
Drum EW-32491 - 80 grit
Drum EW-32492 - 120 grit
Drum EW-32493 - 240 grit Drum EW-32494 - 320 Grit
Interleaf Stripping Drums - Paint, rust,body filler removal and metal conditioning
Drum EW-21173 - 80 grit stripping
Drum EW-21174 - 120 grit stripping
Drum EW-21175- 240 grit stripping
Abrasive Flap Sanding Drum - best for paint and body filler removal , metal conditioning and wood sanding
Drum EW-21977 - 60 grit
Drum EW-21978 - 120 grit
Steel Wire Drum - Heavy rust, scale and body filler removal
Drum EW-21974
Contour Scale and Rust Stripping Drum
Drum EW-21975
Narrow Scale Stripping Rust Wheel - best for rust and heavy rust removal and tight areas
Drum EW-32496, use with EW-32490
Cutting and Buffing Drums - best for cutting and buffing
Drum EW- 21976 Spiral Sewn Buff Drum
Drum EW-21172 Buffing Drum
Expanding Drum EW-21146
Sanding Bands (use with expanding drum EW-21146) best for wood sanding. Use for paint and rust removal
EW-21152 - 80 grit sandpaper
EW-21155 - 120 grit sandpaper
EW-21156 - 240 grit sandpaper
Trizact Sanding Bands EW-21178 600 grit EW– 21179 800 grit (use with expanding drum EW-21146
EW-21178 - 600 grit / EW-21179 800 grit

PUNCH & FLARING DIES -

EW-20530 - 1” EW-20355 -1.5”
EW-20531- 2”
EW-20532 -2.5”
Punch and flare a 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 or a 2.5 inch hole without a press. All that is needed to create a hole and
flare is a 1/2 inch pilot hole and a 3/4 inch wrench .
An easy process that can be done on a vehicle, on
the work bench or on the job site.
Punches a clean hole and produces a smooth flare.
Made of hardened steel. Handles up to 16 gauge mild
steel, 19 gauge stainless and 14 gauge aluminium.
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PUNCH & BEAD DIES
EW-20533 - 1”
EW-20534 - 2”

EW-20356 - 1.5”
EW-20535 - 2.5”

Punch and bead a 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 or 2.5 inch
hole without a press. All that is needed to
create a hole and bead is a 1/2 inch pilot
hole and a 3/4 inch wrench .
An easy process that can be done on a
vehicle, on the work bench or on the job site.
Punches a clean hole and produces a smooth
bead.
Made of hardened steel.
Handles up to 16 gauge mild steel, 19 gauge stainless
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PROFESSIONAL BRAKE TUBING
FLARING TOOL
EW-25304
Create 3 x precision flares, with 5
size tubing 3/16 1/4”5/16”3/8”
and 4.75mm tube retaining die. in
minimal time.
Create safety brake flares.
45-degree single, double and
bubble brake flares in seconds.
Work with stainless steel, steel and
soft metal tubing.

TRIPLE HEAD 180 DEGREE TUBING
BENDER 3/16—3/8 EW– 12435
Make your own, air conditioning, fuel
and transmission lines.
Bends 3/16” 1/4” 5/16” or 3/8”
tubing steel, aluminium or copper into
smooth, tight, 180 degree bends.

For brake lines, transmission
cooler lines, fuel lines.
Turret-style indexed head
keeps all brake-line-flaring
forming dies ready to use.

HANDHELD TUBE STRAIGHTENER
EW- 30537 - 3/16”
EW-30538 - 1.4”
EW-30539 - 3/8 “
EW-30657 - 5/8”

Quick-release “T” handle
screw clamp securely holds
the tube-retaining dies.
Instructions and case
included.

Quick easy way to straighten coiled, or bent
metal brake or fuel line tubing.
Works on Steel, Stainless, Copper and
Aluminium.
Available in 3 sizes

Recommended

37 DEGREE FLARE DIES
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EW - 30005

Accessory kit to EW-25304 Professional Brake Tubing Flaring
Tool, and works on 3/16", 1/4", 5/16" and 3/8" tubing.
Kit includes: 7 punches on a turret and 4 die blocks to quickly
convert your 25304 to create 37-degree flares. (Dies you got
with your 25304 only create 45-degree
flares). 37-degree flares use in many
custom, hydraulic and military
applications where AN- or JIC-type
fittings are used.

TUBING DE-BURRING TOOL

EW-30448
Deburrs rough cut tubing ends for perfect flares.
Cleans up the inside diameter of any sized line from 1/8 to
1/2 inch and the outside diameter of any sized line from
5/32 inch to 9/16 inch.
It works on all commonly used material such as mild steel,
stainless steel, copper, aluminium and more.

PROFESSIONAL RATCHETING TUBING CUTTER

EW-13732
Tighten onto the tubing , start rotating the handle back and
forth, ratcheting action turns easily in tight spots.
Spring-loaded mechanism keeps pressure on the
blade until the cut is clean and complete.
Tighten it just once. Perfect for work (brake, gas
or hydraulic lines). 1/8” (3mm) to
3/8” (10mm) tubing capacity

PROFESSIONAL TUBING CUTTER EW-32574
Cut Brake Lines, transmission lines or
fuel lines. Use on 1/8”1-/4:”diameter tubing.
Cut mild steel, hardened steel, stainless steel, copper, brass and
aluminium.
Spare cutting wheel included inside
Handle.

PROFESSIONAL TUBING CUTTER

BRAKELINE STRAIGHTENER EW - 30757
Straighten hard metal lines with just a simple squeeze. On
or off the vehicle. Straightens 1/4”and 3/16” brake lines.
Work mild steel, stainless steel and other metals.
Designed with maximum leverage to work one handed.
Radiused jaws for bending custom tubing during installation.
Padded handle for easy use.

EW-14502
The professional tubing cutter will easily
cut tubing from 3/16inch to 5/8inch.
The heavy-duty cutting wheel is designed
for use on all types of metal tubing including aluminium, steel, stainless steel and
copper.

BRAKE FORMING TOOL

EW-49074

Align, bend and adjust 3/16”
and ¼” brake and fuel lines
with just a twist of the wrist.
Whether fitting new hard lines,
or decreasing the bend radius
next to an end fitting, these
brake line forming tool pliers
are indispensable.
Comfort-grip vinyl handles .
RECOMMENDED

www https://ppcco.com.au
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PIPE & TUBING NOTCHER EW-21749
Secures up to 2"diameter round tubing to notch angles of up
to 60 degrees.
Use our Pipe Notcher with any handheld drill or drill press to
notch pipes and tubing for
easy joining.
Create any angle saddle
notch on pipe for weld
fit-up.
Use a standard hole saw up
to 2-1/2 inch dia. (not included).
Notches up to a 2"-dia.
round tube.
Notches up to a 2" x 2-1/2
inch rectangular tube.

TUBE STRAIGHTENER EW – 14501
“The Serious One”
Straightens light wall tubing from 3/16 inch to 1/2 inch.
Can be vice mounted or permanently mounted to a bench.
All types of tubing can be used in this straightener, even
stainless steel. Simply pull your tubing through the series of
ball bearing mounted rollers and laser straight tubing comes
out the other side.
Great for use on straightening coils of brake tubing
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MINI ROTARY SHEAR
Rotary design for both straight and
curve cuts. It is precision designed and
manufactured to allow for quick and
easy trimming of sheet metal pieces
and the rotary designs allows for both
straight and curved cuts. Hardened,
round, cutting dies product clean, burrfree cuts in aluminium, steel and other
mild metals.
16 gauge Aluminium
18 gauge Mild Steel
20 gauge Stainless Steel

AIR SHEARS

EW-13743

Make clean cuts in metal up to 18
gauge.
Built for everyday use in auto
body shops, sheets metal shops,
machine shop and your shop.
4500 strokes per minute to
aggressively cut through most
metals and plastics.
Slices through up to 18-gauge
metal, without chips.

4” METAL BENDER
EW-20521
The Eastwood 4”Metal Bender is a high quality, industrial
style tool capable of generating a powerful 2 1/2 tons of
pressing force, to create 90° or lesser repeatable bends in
mild steel and
aluminium up
to 4”wide.

THROATLESS SHEAR
ROD FORMING TOOL EW-21320
Industrial style tool with a powerful leveraged force to create
180° or greater bends in mild steel and aluminium rods up to
3/8” diameter and flat stock up to 1/2” wide and 3/16”
thick . Easily mounts in most vices.
Creates bends in round, flat or square stock.
Makes bends from 1/2” to 1 / 1/2”
ID over 180 degrees.

Rack and pinion gearing, plus extended
handles, improve
your leverage.

Throatless shears is
crafted of rugged
cast iron.

https://ppcco.com.au

EW-11797

Makes quick, clean cuts in metal.
The cast iron throatless shear allows you to make straight,
intricately curved
and irregular cuts in
metal with ease and
accuracy.

Tool steel blades slice
through 14 gauge
mild steel, 18 gauge
stainless steel.
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SOLID RIVET KIT EW-20127
Includes all components required to drive AN470 aluminium (around
head) rivets in both 1/8 and 3/`16 diameter, into steel and
aluminium.
The same rivets used on aircraft and high performance race vehicles.
Kit includes:
Professional pneumatic rivet gun.
18” and 3/16” rivet sets for round head rivets.
Universal bucking bar,.
1/8” & 3/16” cleco kit.
1/4lb of 1/8” & 3/16 rivets in 3/16”and 5/16” length.

PNEUMATIC RIVET TOOL EW -20144
4500 blows per minute rivet gun with 1/4 inch air inlet and
2.8cfm requirement at 90psi.
Variable speed trigger, accepts standard .401 shank tools.
EW-20142 Rivet Tip for Gun 1/8”
EW-20143 Rivet Tip for Gun 3/16”

RIVET BUCKING BAR

EW-20139

Universal bucking bar 3 3/4 inch long, 2 inch wide, 1 inch
high.
Weighs 1.5 lbs .
Made of cast steel.

RIVET - Brand: Aircraft Tool Supply
EW-20126
EW-20140
EW-20141

PANEL HOLDING SYSTEM (clecos)

EW-19074

Your "third hand" holds 2 panels together while you rivet
or weld. The same kind of handy blind holders used by
custom car builders. Ideal prep for fabricating, riveting
and welding. Allows for proper alignment and fit. For
sheet metal or fiberglass panel. Easy to use .
Contents: 2 x End Clamps, 10 Clips and Pliers.

10 pack clecos available.

1/8 in dia x 5.16in
1/8in dia x 3/16in long rivet
3/16in dia x 5/16in long rivet

E3/16 inch x 5/16 inch 470 style gold anodized aluminium
rivet. Made for 1000 series aluminium.
For use with aluminium or steel panels.
MS20470 4 3 or
AN470 4 3 industry
part numbers.
125 pieces.

INTERGRIP PANEL CLAMPS - EW-19016
4-piece Inter grip Welding Clamp set easily aligns and grips
panels for precise butt welds.
Miniature butt-weld align panels edge-to-edge and surface-tosurface with the appropriate 0/040” gap that helps you produce clean welds with minimal grinding.
Set of 4 clamps.

www
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EASTWOOD TOOLS - CONTINUED
EW-28038

Metal gauge shows all sizes of sheet metal and wire from
thin 36 gauge to thick.
Takes guess work out of measuring.
O gauge.
Tempered for long life.
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MINI PUNCH WELD CLAMPS EW-13525
Pinch Weld Clamps holds, where larger clamps won’t fit.
Get this miniature 4-pc. Holds outer panels to inner heel lips,
rockers, trunk well opening, custom dash or door panel fabrication, outer door skins, and more.
113 kilogram. of clamping force.
1/2" capacity
For pinch welds, flange welds
and other uses in home and
shop.

Great handy present for the man who
has everything.

Holds sheet metal to the edge of
EW-21130 a welding table.
For beginners and professionals. Minimizes blow through and
warpage. Patch panels of full quarter panel replacement.
Simply cut patch or full panel. Overlay panel over repair area,
scribe and cut panel on vehicle and use the Panel Prep Tool.
FLANGER & HOLE PUNCH
Each strike forms a perfect 0.062”x 45” bevelled flange.
EW-31018
COMBINATION
TOOL
Works great in 22 to 18 gauge. Proper weld-prepped edges
allow strong, flush, crack-free welds in sheet metal.
This swivelling head doubles its functions.
Turn one way, the tool produces a neat flanged edge in sheet
metal, just the right depth for welding two pieces together.

PERFECT PANEL PREP TOOL

Turn the head 180 degrees and the tool becomes a hole
punch, producing
3/16” diameter
holes, perfect for
easy riveting or plug
welding.

PNEUMATIC PANEL PREP TOOL
EW -21128
Provides a perfectly bevelled 45° weld-prepped edge, in 20 or
18 gauge sheet metal to achieve solid, full-penetration MIG or
TIG butt welds. Each strike forms a perfect 0.062”x 45° bevelled flange. Works great on 20 to 18 gauge.
Proper weld-prepped edges allow strong, flush, crack-free
welds in sheet metal. The convenient hole punch feature provides clean, burr-free 0.19”holes.

Flanger / Hole
Punch.
For metal up to
18-gauge.
8”-long handle
produces greater
leverage .

METAL HAND PUNCH EW - 20646
17 piece heavy duty power punch kit, provides over 2400
pounds of punching power for accurate holes.
Works with up to 16 gauge steel aluminium and brass.
Punches between 1/8 inch to 7/16 inch.
3.25 inch throat depth with 5/8 inch jaw opening.

PANEL FLANGER

EW -31092

Adjustable Locking Flanger helps you repair
flush panels easily.
Creates straight or curved flanges 5/8" x 5/8"
wide.
Strong cam-action jaws. Fits into hard-to-reach
areas.
Eastwood's Adjustable Locking Panel Flanger
produces a step deep enough for flush repairs
in 18-gauge or thinner metal.

www
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19”METAL BEAD ROLLER EW-32044
Add strength and rigidity to metal panels.
Replace floor pans, firewalls, trunk floors. Create channels,
flanges and other profiles.
Fabricate decorative custom
designs.
Handles up to 38” wide work
piece. 4 mandrels.
Mounts in your bench vice.
Forms steel up to 18 gauge.
Aluminium up to 16 gauge.
Industry standard 22mm shafts.

8”BEAD ROLLER HEAVY DUTY
EW-21487
Manual produce strengthening ribs in panels, shape edges and
form intricate designs in any panels. 8” throat depth.
Handles up to a 16” wide panel. Industry standard 22mm
shafts. Gear-driven design delivers man forming power.
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BEAD ROLLER 4 Spoke Crank
EW-32045
Take your bead roller from a two man
operation to one. This crank has
8”spokes and aluminium block that
takes place of your existing one arm
crank.
Fits bead rollers with 22mm shafts.
Easy set screw attachments.
Four arms ensures and easy
pull every time.
(Ordered on request).

BEAD ROLLER FORMING DIES EW-20267
Fit most bead rollers with 7/8th in or 22mm shafts. Made from
CR12 steel with a 35 HRC hardness. Create hemmed edges,
offset flanges, contours, deep channels and style lines.
Dies included: (9 steel dies and 1 polyurethane lower wheel
180 degree lower die, Inside offset die, Outside offset die, Knife
edge tipping die, Lower edge forming die, 3/8 in tipping die,
1/2 in tipping die, Round tipping die, Lower forming die.

Includes
3/8” Bead Die Set
and Offset Die Set.

LOUVER DYES - EW-28160
Use with Eastwood Bead Roller (32044, 28187, 21327, and
21487) and you'll be able to produce professional looking louvers.
Produces 3/4" wide by 3/16" high louvers
Works on up to 18 gauge steel and 14 gauge aluminium. Fits bead
rollers with industry standard 22mm shafts

SHRINKER/STRETCHER COMBO SET

EW-51088

Fabricate gentle radius bends and contours in steel,
aluminium, stainless or
copper.
Compound 45:1 leverage
allows effortless forming
without making relief
cuts, heating or hammerforming.
Ideal for perfect-fit rustrepair metal work around
wheel openings, doorjambs, windshields and
ENGLISH WHEEL FORMING BAND
trunk gutters.
EW-20637
The set includes 2 jaws, 2
3”wide x 0.063 thick, high-density EPDM rubber.. Fits Eastwood housings and 2 handles.
and all other 2” x 8”upper wheels. The EPDM material transWorks on up to 18-gauge
fers energy across the work surface under light pressure which
enables more material forming per pass.
mild steel, 20-gauge
stainless and 16-gauge
aluminium.

www
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FENDER ROLL TOOL
EW-31158
Professional-grade fender roller tool helps you easily increase
the clearance between your tire and the fender. Roll the fenders, or repair wheel-arch collision damage.

37 INCH CURVE TEMPLATE
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EW -20498

Duplicates complex shapes exactly.
Copy and repeat accurate cuts up to 3” long.
All steel construction with flexible, spring steel face.
8 locking segment design for maximum accuracy.
Use with metal body panels, fibreglass, wood, fabric and
more.

GLASS POLISHING KIT -DEEP
SCRATCHING EW-12526

This professional glass polishing kit can be used to fix
scratched glass and clear away
years of dings and wiper haze
from your windshield. Save you
hundreds of dollars in
potential replacement costs.
Ideal for older cars with hard-toreplace windshields.

BUFFING AND POLISHING KIT
EW-50341
17-Pc. deluxe polishing kit makes your steel, stainless, aluminium and plastic automotive components shine brightly!
Use your electric drill, cordless drill or pneumatic die grinder
for easy, effective, polishing jobs—on or off the vehicle.
Contents:
5 compounds (one 125ml. tube each: brown Tripoli, gray
stainless, white rouge, jewellers rouge, blue plastic).
5 small felt bobs.
2 mushroom buffs.
2 large buffs (round, tapered).
3 wheels (2 spiral-sewn.

www https://ppcco.com.au

ENGINE PORTING KIT EW-46056
The Engine Porting Kit will port or smooth-off rough head castings around the intake and exhaust ports for improved,
smoother air flow.
Increase horse power and torque of any engine designed for
cast iron and aluminium cylinder deads.
Works with air or electric 1/4”collet die grinder.
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PANELBEATING SANDBAG AND
TEARDROP MALLET KIT EW-28045
Give support and flexibility for precision panel beating and
metal shaping.
Just add dry sand to the panel beater bag and it will support
your sheet metal work piece, whilst “giving” under the
mallet blows, to allow your metal piece to be formed into
shape.
Hand-form metal without nicks or gouges and with minimal
stretching.
All-leather, 18 x 18” panel beater bag has a hook-and-loop
fill opening.
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FAIRMONT PROFESSIONAL HAMMER
EW-15332
AND DOLLY SET
Precision engineered.
High quality materials. Heattreated, hand ground and
polished surfaces.

Includes:
Non-marring.
2 – ½” teardrop mallet.
Hammer and Bag.

REPOUSSE TRIM HAMMER

EW-28241

Ball-peen on one side and flat on the other side, on a
balanced wooden handle.
Used for jewellery chasing,
silversmithing, goldsmithing and gunsmithing.

FLEXIBLE STRIP CAULK BLACK 2lbs /907 grams

EW-13524

For sealing narrow gaps in your garage or in your home.
Seals out moisture and dirt from irregular openings.
Non-hardening, paintable caulk strips match the original equipment look.
Perfect for firewalls, taillight housings, trim, HVAC systems and
anywhere a gap needs to be sealed.
907 kilos of 3/16” x 12” long strips.
Stays flexible.
Good to 66 degrees C.
Paintable - Black.

TRIM HAMMER and ANVIL SETEWTRIM HAMMER

11986

EW-13146

The Trim Hammer makes fine trim repair simpler, even in tight
spots 57gram to 85 gram drop forged head.
Hickory handle for superb balance and durability.
4” - long head.
Use the face to remove
dents in flat stainless
trim and use the cross
pein, to work in tight
edges and corners.

TRIM ANVIL WITH STAND - EW-13336
Contoured for trim forming needs.
Includes - conical and pyramid tapered horns and square flat
centre.
Measures 5 - 14” long by 1” wide by 2 - 7/8” tall and
weighs 228 grams.
Features a 11/16” ball-peen and
1” flat face, overall head length 2
- 1/2”. Unique handle provides
ideal balance and user comfort
overall length 9 - 3/4”, weight 85
grams.
www
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BLAST OUT OF A BUCKET KIT

EW-21109

Soda - A-GS 4.5 kilos available.
High Performance Blast Gun Assembly
Draws 14in Hg of vacuum @ 80 PSI.
5’ Suction Hose.
Pick-up Tube & Clamps.
3 Replacement Nozzles.
1 Replacement Jet.
Requires at least 7 CFM @ 80 PSI of
clean dry air.
A bucket of soda 4.5 kilos
Connect to your compressed air
supply and drop the pick-up tube
into a bucket, bag or box of media
and go blasting.
Provides a method to strip away
old paint and coatings, body fillers, accumulated dirt and minor to
moderate rust leaving a clean,
bare metal surface ready for local
damage repair or painting
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ROCKWOOD PNEUMATIC PAINT
SHAKER
EW-15205
Air powered paint shaker mixes standard pint to
gallon cans perfectly in minutes.

Fits standard 1 pint to 1 gallon round paint cans. Compact,
lightweight design heavy duty construction 1110 cycles per
minute. Requires 70psi @ 4.3cfm
In just 2 minutes this Rockford pneumatic paint shaker will
perfectly mix paints from a 1 pint can all the way up to a full
gallon.
Needs just 70psi and 4.3cfm
to deliver professional quality
paint mixing at 1110 cycles
per minute.
Lightweight and compact, it
can be set up and ready to
shake paint in almost no time
at all.

EW- 21135 Replacement Nozzle Foot Pedal Gun .

EW-21133 Blast Cabinet
Foot Pedal Gun.

MAGNETIC PLUG WELDER TOOL
EW-51565-H - Horizontal
EW-51565-V - Vertical
EW-51565-R - Round

Rockwood pistol grip needle scaler
tool
EW-31819
The Rockwood Pistol Grip Needle Scaler for heavy rust, scale
and caked-on grime removal from most heavy-duty steel and
cast iron frames and components.
Variable Speed Control - 4,500.
Blows per minute - 4 CFM [113 L/
min] @90 PSI. [6.3bar] - It has A
hard-hitting, 1-11/16” [43mm]
stroke with 6” [150mm] Chisel
Fingers for maximum
effectiveness.
Speed is easily controlled with an
infinitely progressive, rotating
knob control.

Magnetic Backing Tool makes it easy to weld-shut a hole in
the middle of the panel. The tools have a magnetic base that
can adjust the copper pad to fit securely at the weld area.





Horizontal has a 2.5”pad in length.
Vertical has a 2.5” pad in length
The round tool has a 1 - 1/4”pad diameter copper
swivel magnetic - for holes up to 1” in diameter.

SPOTWELD DRILL 3/8 inch PRO M2
STEEL
EW-19017
Solid Steel Pro Spot-weld Cutter, effortlessly drills-out spot
welds. 1 piece cutter makes clean cuts through spot weld,
without damaging the bottom
panel.






www https://ppcco.com.au

3/8” (10mm) diameter.
Solid, 1-pc. mt steel.
Self-centering.
Over 300 cuts without
sharpening.
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MAGNETIC WELD CLAMPS

PLUGWELD PLIERS

EW-22993

Magnetic Copper Backer set helps you weld without burning
holes.
Two magnetic copper backing panels, provide hands-free
support when doing butt-welding or welding holes in sheet
metal.
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EW-19134

Easier to use your MIG welder for plugging small holes in metal.
Copper pad eliminates problem of burn-thru.
Weld won’t stick to copper pad.
“U” shaped jaw puts uniform pressure on the spot to be welded.
Locks in place like a locking pliers.

Prevent warping and weld burn-through welding material
Won’t stick to copper.
4” and 8” copper panels are magnetic.
No hands or clamps
needed

MIG SPOT WELD KIT
EW-13901
Duplicate full-penetration OE M spot welds from one side.
No need to buy a resistant spot welder or fool with carbon arc
rods. Spot Weld Pliers have forked jaws to secure the spot
nozzle, offering full penetration on the back side of the weld.
Spot Weld Nozzle has “Leg Extensions” to standoff
distance required for spot
welding of 20- and 18-gauge
metals.

(kit of 2)

STITCH WELD MAGNETS

EW-20421

Hold patch panels in place from the outside, perfect for blind
repairs.

This kit is designed to be used
with Eastwood welders as well
as any other brand, that utilises
a Tweco style MIG Torch.

Specs: 8 pack of strong rare earth magnets. 1/2 inch

SPOT WELD PLIERS

(12.7mm) diameter disc. Hold flush patches in perfect align-

EW-13899

ment. Position panels with no gaps. Perfect for blind repairs.
A few of these magnets and never feel like you need 3 hands
again.

These pliers allow for easy clamping of
sheet metal, to create spot welds using
your MIG welder. These pliers are included in the 13901 Spot Weld Kit

SHEET METAL PLUG KIT—EW-54820

MIG LIGHT

EW-11614

MIG Light from Steck to light
your welding area, before you
strike an arc.
AAA battery powered LED, Easy
on auto shut off.
Easily mounts utilizing a flexible
mounting bracket.
This will fit all MIG torches from

STUD WELDER DRAW PINS 2.00mm
500 per bag
EW-31041C

It includes everything you need to fill 30 holes, including a
step drill bit to precisely drill the correct size hole to getthe
best fit with the least amount of body work.
The kit includes three sizes of 18 gauge plugs to allow you to
fill various sizes of holes. The step drill bit and plugs are designed for a precise fit. Simply drill the hole to the size plug
you wil be using for a perfect fit.







(10) Ø0.75” Steel Plug
(10) Ø1.00” Steel Plug
(10) Ø1.375” Steel Plug
(1) Step Drill Bit

(1) Plastic Case with Foam Insert
(1) Eastwood Instruction Manual

The pack of 500 Draw Pins, replace the pins included with
the Stud Welder.

www
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ANTI HEAT COMPOUNT

MILL CUT BODY FILES

EW-31042

Shapes like putty and will not burn, crack, melt, swell or
interrupt alignment.
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Made from high grade steel. 14” Mill cut body file - 10 tpi for
fast cutting. Use solid maple file holders for maximum precise

result
Use when welding, to hold irregular parts firmly in place.
.
HALF ROUND FILE EW-31051
May be used as heat dam to prevent heat damaging other
areas. Such as enameled sections, rubber, glass, paint and will
help minimize distortion when welding on sheet metal
907 grams.
FILE HOLDER FOR HALF ROUND BODY FILE
Use with Half round File EW-31053

COLD SHIELD
EW-13904
Stop Welding Heat Damage - We held onto a small metal
panel, while a torch heated the metal almost white hot.
The part in my fingers never went
above about 30 degrees C.
Will let you weld close to plastic
trim, wiring, or minimize panel
warpage and paint damage.
Once the job is done just wipe it off
with a water dampened cloth.
Cold Shield is non-toxic and biodegradable. Made in USA.
.946 litres jar.

FLAT MILL COARSE CUT BODY FILE EW-31029

FILE HOLDER FOR FLAT BODY FILE EW-31052 Use with Flat File EW-31029

TINNING BUTTER - 454 grams tub
EW-31043
Tinning Butter Flux is made of premium
50% tin powder, that bonds to the metal when heated with an ordinary propane torch.
Leaves a good base for additional body
solder.
Easy to apply right from the tub.
Just brush on and heat the metal.
No mixing required.
454 gram tub.

SOLDER TALLOW
A clean, efficient method for
lubricating solder paddles.

EW-31016

LEAD FREE BODY SOLDER EW-11460
Is stronger and safer to use than lead-based body solder.






Wide working range (over 500 degrees).
High-strength, easy formability.
Clings even to vertical services.

4 bars, each 20" long, 1/4" in diameter.
Eastwood's Lead-Free Solder is ideal for levelling and building
up edges and style lines on horizontal and vertical surfaces.

Just flash your torch tip in the
tallow tin and put your solder
paddle in the melted tallow.
Keeps lead from sticking to
the paddle .
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EASTWOOD TOOLS - CONTINUED

HINGE PIN REMOVAL PULLER

EW– 31139
Replace worn hinge pins. This heavy duty hinge pin remover/
installer, fits a wide range of antique and modern hinges up
to 2 7/8" wide. Cast iron frame.
A strong acme threaded bolt with 3
case hardened 18-8 stainless extension
pins, measuring (1", 1 1/2", and 2")
exerts enough pressure to remove
most pins.
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8 PIECE DUAL-CUT CARBIDE BURR
EW -11779C
SET -1.4 inch SHANK
8 carbide burrs shape and deburr quickly and accurately and
precisely remove metal, when shaping, levelling, or porting
cast iron, steel and other ferrous metals.
Double-cut and precision-ground for vibration-free operation
in your 20,000-rpm die grinder. All burrs have a 1-1/2" long,
1/4" shaft.

Removes hinge pins up to 7/16" (.437").
Tool Clearance over 1/2" (.530").

DRILL PRESS V BLOCK FIXTURE
EW-43369

Contents: 2 x cylindrical burrs: 1/2" x 1" and 3/8" x 3/4".
2 x cylindrical/radius-end burrs: 3/8" x 3/4" and 1/4" x 5/8"
2 x ball burrs: 1/4" and 3/8" diameters
2 x cone/radius-end burrs: 3/8" x 3/4" and 1/2" x 1 .
(8 piece Kit)

About Drill Press V Block Fixture Centre It. It makes it easy to drill through
the centre of bar stock and round
tubing.
Also works great for holding tubes in
place while sawing. Constructed of
heavy 6065-T3 Aluminium for years
of use.
It measures 4" wide by 5" long.

29PC RATCHETING BIT SET EW-70289

The 2" vee with 90 degree angle suits
most tube applications.

PAINTERS NIB FILE SET OF 3

EW-34003

Dress down hardened high spots in your paint jobs.
Honed tips “shave” without
digging in.
Allow a day to pass after the initial
cut, for the solvents to evaporate.
Then dress down hardened high
spots.
Finish off the repair with 1500-grit
wet/dry sandpaper and polish.

If you see anything on the Eastwood
US website that we do not stock, yet.
Give us a call and we will give you a
price and an approximate date of
delivery.
With tools, we can airfreight them in.
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Turn fasteners in your home, car, motorcycle, boat or any
other application.
Easily drive and loosen hex, phillips, pozi, slotted, torx and
tamper torx fasteners with the speed of reversible ratcheting
action and the simple on/off engagement of bits.
The mirror polish finish is easy to clean, while the 1/4 inch drive
adapter transforms this indispensable tool into a ratchet to drive
any quarter in socket (not included).
Access hard-to-reach spaces with the extended magnetic bit
holder.
Set includes:
1/4 Inch fine tooth bit ratchet with forward/reverse switch lever.
1/4 Inch magnetic bit holder for easy on/off engagement of bits.
1/4 Inch socket adapter to drive sockets (sockets not included).

All these functions in a kit that fits in your pocket!
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THE PAINTLESS DENT REMOVER KIT EW-16145

The Eastwood Paintless Dent Removal Kit includes all professional-use components, which allows shallow dents and dings to be
removed quickly and easily without expensive paintwork. Perfect for pulling hail damage and most common parking lot and
shopping cart mishaps.

DENT REMOVAL PROCEDURE
Select the Plastic Pull Button that best matches the size and shape of the dent to be pulled. Generally, the very centre of a dent
is the best placement. However, larger dents may benefit from multiple pulls from different locations. Using a non-permanent
type marker or masking tape, trace a circle around the outside of the planned location of the Pull Button.

Immediately apply the face of the Pull Button, to the previously outlined area and hold firmly in place for 10 to 15 seconds.
Wait several minutes for the heated glue to solidify then hook the
slotted feature of either the Levered Puller or Slide Hammer shaft
over the “T”feature of the Pull Button. Operate the chosen pulling
device to remove damage.

PULL BUTTON REMOVAL
Fill the Aluminium Spray Bottle 3/4 full of denatured alcohol (not
included). Apply the denatured alcohol liberally to the glue area
while using the Nylon Scraper, to gently wedge between the Pull
Button and paint surface. Carefully remove glue with provided nylon scraper. Note: Be careful if using on a vehicle that has been resprayed. The paint is not bonded as well as a factory finish and may
lift.

PAINTLESS DENT REMOVAL

Replacement Glue Sticks EW-16146
These are the correct glue sticks to use.
The local normal glue sticks do not have the
same strength.

FISHEYE IN LINE AIR FILTER SYSTEM EW-16148
It doesn’t trap water and other harmful contaminants – IT BLOCKS THEM! The advanced element in our
product filter down to .85 microns, while still maintaining excellent air flow. When the element becomes
completely saturated, it reduces air flow and will not allow you to spray to your desired PSI until the element is replaced. This is important in maintaining the quality of your painting and to the longevity of your
pneumatic tools.
FISHEYE IN-LINE REPLACEMENT
CARTRIDGE
EW-16149
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USA

Rated by Rolls Royce Club of America as one of the best after market products
This original formula, a patented, pH-correct blend of natural oils, fats and collagen to nourish and
maintain healthy leather and restore suppleness, adding new life to tired leather. Leatherique
restores cardboard-hard leather.
It does not contain greasy oils or cheap water fillers, waxes, silicones or mineral oils.

Leatherique Rejuvenator and Leatherique Prestine Clean Restore and Clean (2 part process)
(1) Leatherique Rejuvenator - Use this first, as it moistens and softens your leather while bringing
ingrained dirt to the surface. This will restore the suppleness, by re-feeding the leather with natural
oils lost over time. For the best results annually apply to your car seats, lounge suites, etc.
Apply by massaging in the Rejuvenator. Allow the leather to absorb the product over a 24 hour
period. The Rejuvenator does all the work.

Available sizes:

250ml, 500ml, 1 litre

(2) Leatherique Prestine Clean removes the dirt. Note that Prestine Clean is an excellent vinyl
cleaner.
It treats the full depth of the leather. It is easy to use.
This cleans off what the rejuvenator softens and pushes out of the leather.

Coverage: Medium size car or 3 seater lounge - 500ml of each product
Available sizes: 250ml 500ml

1 litre

Leatherique Steering Wheel Repair Kit
Restore your Leather Steering Wheel to its original glory.
1 x 125ml Leatherique Rejuvenator to feed .
1 x 125ml Leatherique Prestine Clean - for cleaning.
1 x 30ml Leatherique Crack Filler - fill any cracks, dry and sand.
1 x 125ml Leatherique Prepping Agent - apply in
preparation for the dye.
1 x 125ml Leatherique Dye.
Instructions.
Black is the standard colour, other colours will
incur an extra charge.
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Complete Leather Re-dying (Follow Restore and Clean)

Leatherique Redyeing - Prior to dying your leather we strongly suggest you go through the rejuvenating and cleaning process to return the leather to its normal supple and clean state.

To achieve an accurate colour match, please supply a colour sample of leather. This can be cut from under one of the seats, or
send a headrests, or it could be a complete colour change (common on lounges).
Coverage: Depending on the size of your car and your lounge suite. 250ml will do two front seats. 500ml will do a full
car. Rolls Royce inc. door cards 1 litre. Call us on (02) 9999 0122 and we can advise you.

Step 1 Leatherique Prepping Agent
1.

Wet sand with a 600 grit paper using Leatherique Prepping Agent. This allows
any old loose dye to come off and it keys the surface for the new dye to bond.
Good preparation is the key to success.

Available sizes:

250ml, 500ml, 1 litre

Step 2 - Leatherique Dying
2.
3.
4.

5
6

Shake the Dye bottle to rotate the glass bead inside, this will agitate any dye that has settled
into the bottom of the bottle. Pour this out into a plastic container.
The best way of application is wet wiping with a cloth. But it can also be sprayed and
brushed. Remember this is a dye and not paint. The biggest mistake is applying too thickly.
Normally more than one coat is needed. Apply in multiple thin coats. If you wish to do a
complete colour change you will need to apply 3 coats just to get a colour change, followed
by a few more.
Allow to dry and treat it gently for 48 hours, then buff up with a soft cloth.
Stage 2 completed.

Available sizes:

250ml, 500ml, 1 litre
Before
Cleaning

A erCleaning

Before Dying

After Dying

LEATHERIQUE PLASTIC RESTORER
Leatherique Plastic Restorer can be used
to restore rubber and plastic bumpers,
door handles, and black trim.
Restore the black faced parts/bumpers,
etc. Easy wipe on.
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CRACKS in LEATHER - If you have cracks in
your leather they can be fixed. Use Leatherique Rejuvenate and Prestine Clean first.
Apply Crack Filler with a little dye. Let it dry.
Flat sand any excess crack filler off, leaving a flat surface.
You need to re-dye after using Crack Filler .
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LEATHERIQUE CANVAS DYE
Re-Dye your tired Canvas - Tents, Caravans, Boat Covers, Awnings, Biminis,
Tarps and much much more
A four part process.
1.

Wash the canvas well with mild detergent and water. Use a broom, or brush
to give it a good scrub. Do not clean with a high pressure (Karachi type) as
this will destroy any waterproofing that is on the canvas. Rinse well with a
hose. Hang up and let it dry.

2.

Shake the dye bottle well ( there is a marble to assist in mixing).

3.

Pour ALL the content into a plastic container and mix well. The pigments are
heavy and will settle so stir at all times. If you are not going to use all the
content at once, follow this process as it is important to keep the
colour even.

4.

To apply colour, dip a sponge / brush (we prefer a damp sponge) and start
applying in light strokes. Less is better. Two light coats are better than one
heavy one for canvas penetration. Stir every few minutes to keep pigment
floating. Allow to dry for one hour.

5.

Apply a second coat or dye the inside of the canvas.

6.

Allow to dry for 48 hours before folding.

BEFORE

AFTER
Standard colours are available:
Aquamarine, Black, Burgundy, Cadet Grey, Jockey Red, Marine Blue, Pacific
Blue, Persian Green, Captain Navy, Toast.
If you would like a different colour canvas dye send us a sample.

Coverage:

Approximately 6 square metres depending on the porosity of the canvas.

250ml 500ml 1 litre

BEFORE AND AFTER
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BILT HAMBER PRODUCTS ARE SOLVENT-FREE HEAVY DUTY CLEANERS - BETTER FOR YOUR SKIN
BETTER FOR YOUR PAINTWORK - BETTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Surfex HD Multi-purpose cleaner and degreaser
Use: On paint, alloy wheels, tyres, fabric, carpets and most surfaces.
Bio-degradable. It attacks all oil and grease
-based soiling and will clean organic or water
deposited grime.
1 part to 200ml in water for light work
or 1:1 for heavy Duty.
Apply by spray, brush or pressure washer.

1 litre and 4 litre

Auto-Wheel Cleaner
Is a non-acid, non-alkaline alloy wheel cleaner
and in over 90% of cases no rubbing is required.
This method is harmless to the wheels finish.
The reaction is a rapid colour change from clear
to deep red. After use, simply hose, rinse down
or jet wash. It leaves the wheel spotless
1 part to 200ml in water for light work.

Auto-Foam

RECOMMENDED

Use with a pressure washer. Designed to
soak and saturate soiled vehicle paintwork,
prior to the application of vehicle shampoo.
Auto form is gentle and will paneldwell for
5 - 8 mins. Road grime is neutralised and
then lifted from painted surfaces and removed

1 litre

Touch-Less
Use with a pressure washer.
Designed to soak and saturate soiled
vehicle paintwork, prior to the application of
vehicle shampoo. Auto form is gentle and will
panel dwell for 5 - 8 mins. Road grime is
neutralised and then lifted from painted surfaces and removed. 5 litre

Ferrosol 500ml

Free Rusted parts, displace water, restore electrical
Circuits and provide corrosion protections. Used
In drilling, tapping and reaming to prolong tool life.
Uses on heavy industrial winches, chains and load
Bearing pivots and unions.

500ml

Korrosol Fallout Remover

After washing your car, rub your
fingers over the paintwork. You will feel grittiness. Korrosol is a simple spray-on superb
product, to remove metallic fallout
from road trave, etc. Wash off and it
will remove the metallic embedment.
Follow up with Bilt Hamber Soft Clay
Bar and Bilt Hamber Finis Wax You
will have an excellent protected finish.
Recommended 1litre /5 litres

Finis-Wax
Auto-Wash

Highly concentrated vehicle shampoo (60 washes)
Autowash is highly concentrated just a 5ml (1 teaspoon) to a 9 litre
bucket is sufficient. High concentrated. Will
chamois off with effortless ease.
Gently lifts dirt away from paintwork. 60 washes from one bottle.
Supplied in a durable container

Auto-Clay The new flexi-

ble bar that deep-cleans paint,
regular, soft or medium Rub Auto-Clay over

car paint to effortlessly deep-clean and remove all
embedded matter, insect deposits, overspray and
tree sap. Leaves the paint glass-smooth and ready
for waxing to the highest shine possible. Use before polishing and your
car will look stunning 200g
No need for special lubricants.
Spray on water and rub
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300ml

300ml

Atom-Mac
A migratory and contact corrosion inhibitor.
Dissolve in water before use. It pro‐
vides protec on against corrosion in
both open spaces and hollow voids.
The powerful migratory phase cor‐
rosion inhibitors are liberated from
the product and are carried in va‐
pour phase, to form an invisible
atomic shield against corrosion of
ferrous metal.

A wax for last stage treatment of highly
finished automobile paint systems. Finis-wax
is free from abrasives and should be applied
to good condition paint. A high grade T1
carnauba wax is used to provide a deep rich
gloss, ease of application and buff ability.
Easy to use and produces a wet-look shine.

Double Speed-Wax

Auto-Balm

Superior gloss protection system

If you live on the coast, or need a very good
finish polish, this is it.
It is not a cutting polish, it is a very long
lasting high gloss finish providing
excellent protection. It will also protect and
shine chrome, aluminium and alloys. If the
paint is scratched and faded use a cutting
compound first.

300ml

Cleanser/Polish gloss enhancing
and paint refiner
Wash Vehicle. Use on cool surface,
Apply with light to medium pressure.
Allow to dry to a haze. Buff to a deep
shine
500ml

Wash with hot soapy water.
Dry using a chamois leather cloth.
Dampen a sponge, wring out and apply
sparingly in a light circular motion
Allow to dull for 5 - 10 minutes.
Buff well.
UK-Auto
Express Award
Winner - 2018

Hydra-Wax
Carnauba Based Liquid Wax
“Have started using hydra-wax on my
new car incredible finish. Both in terms
of gloss an durability. “ quote
To be highly recommended.
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Wurth Wheel Silver and Clear Varnish
High Gloss
Get those wheels or hubcaps looking
good again. Wurth Silver is used to refinish
dull or scuffed wheels and hubcaps.
This durable silver paint will work for any
wheels. Remove wheel and clean with PPC
Marine Clean, before spraying it.
This works on both plastic hubcaps and
painted wheels.
Wurth Clear, will work very well as a topcoat
over or over any existing painted surface.

- CAR CARE PRODUCTS
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Wurth Screen Wash Additive - Makes 6 - 8 mixes





Prevents smear formation
Eliminates glare and lubricant films
Ensures a crystal clear view
Removes adherent insects and other soiling.





Does not attack polycarbonate glass
Gentle on paint and rubber

Fill your car windscreen washer bottle from this 32ml times.

This Silver matches German Car Wheels.

Wurth Active Glass Cleaner

Active foaming glass cleaner. Will not run on vertical surfaces
or smear.
Removes encrusted insects, bird dirt, nicotine deposits, silicone and rubber dust.
Can be used on glass, mirrors, painted surfaces and porcelain.
500ml aerosol

Wurth Rubber Care
For Cleaning and preserving all rubber components on
cars, trucks, buses, etc., such as door, boot and bonnet
seals, rubber trims, etc.,
Prevents, rubber granulating, sticking and icing up, and
freshens up the colour.
Not aggressive to paint or chrome parts.
Free of Silicone.

300ml Aerosol

Wurth Rubber Care Stick

Packaged in a convenient sponge tipped bottle.
No applicator, no mess. It hydrates rubber components to keep
them soft and supple.
Healthy rubber keeps the noise, heat and cold out.
Silicone-free, bio-degradable
and water-repellent.
Resists diluted acids and alkalines.
It will resist salt water.
Use on all door seals, gaskets
and weather-stripping around
doors and windows in your
home.
75ml

Wurth Rost Off Plus & Black
Rust Loosener

Suitable for: Passenger cars,
commercial vehicles, agricultural and construction industry machinery generators, equipment, etc.
Excellent creep properties and quick rust penetration.
Black is a graphite based rust remover
300ml Aerosol

Wurth PTFE Dry Lube

Transparent, non-soiling anti-friction coating for
metals, plastics, rubber, etc., subjected to low to
medium loads.
Especially where oils, greases and similar materials,
would cause soiling.
Film thickness of 10 µm, allows use even with the
very small tolerances in precision engineering.
Drying time 5 - 10 minutes at 20°C.
Withstands temps from 180°C to 240°C.
Resistant to water, petrol, oils, alkalis and acids
Excellent for sliding doors, furniture hinges, drawers,
runners, ball bearings, electrical switches.
300ml Aerosol
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Wurth Rost Off Ice

Cracking effect - cools material down to -40°
C.
Micro-fine cracks appear in rust, ensuring
excellent penetration of Rost Off Ice.
Quickly penetrates rust and loosens seized
screws.
Heavily rusted screw connections are loosened without damage.
400ml

Wurth Urethane-based Seam
Sealer Beige and Black

Restore the original structure and texture, when undertaking an accident or restoration.
Seal joints or replace components in the engine
compartment, boot, floor pan, suspension, etc.
Paint over within 1 hour. After 1 hour put on a linking
coat. Quick drying. Wet on wet paint ability once
product has skinned over.
310ml Aerosol

Wurth Carburettor Cleaner

For cleaning metal surfaces from grease, dirt and oil e.g.
carburettor housings, etc.
Reduces residue in the cylinder and valve area.
A specially added rust protector provides a fine protective
film which prevents metal surfaces from corroding.
Fuel saving due to better flow.
400gram

ACCESSORIES
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AUTOSOL (made in Germany) 1 litre .75ml
Will polish all hard metal surfaces such as stainless steel,
chrome, brass, copper, aluminium, nickel, etc.
Cleans, polishes and removes tarnish such as rust.
Provides a brilliant shine and protection from weather and other
corrosive elements.
Polishes fibreglass (boat hulls) and plastic surfaces to original gloss.
Polishes and protects metal on trucks, mag wheels, motorbikes.
musical instruments, watches.
Tenacious Masking Tape K750
Japanese made and quality. It will ‘clean release’ i.e. leave no residue behind for over 60 days outdoors and over 120 days
indoors.
Its has a higher tensile strength, whilst being thinner and therefore has a lower profile of paint built-up on the edge line.
It is translucent and on most surfaces it is quite clear.
Useful when masking for stencil and air brush work.
You can touch adhesive to adhesive and pull it apart with no damage to the tape.
Will not show evidence of edge bleed or bleed through, even with highest
solvent content paint inclusive of enamels, two pack varieties and Gel coats.
Sizes:
18mm 24mm, 30mm 36mm
48mm
RECOMMENDED PRODUCT - TRY IT.

Fine Line Tapes - Masking Tapes
This is a fine line masking tape for the automotive market.
Used where precise masking and higher temperatures are
involved.
-30 to 130°C. Adheres well to a variety of surfaces and
does compound curves and detail work.

Sizes: 1.5mm 3mm 6mm 9mm 12mm 18mm
‘

BACKING PAD

EW-31073

CLEANING DISC

EW-31094

The Backing Pad accepts both the Cleaning Disc (31094) and
the Stripping Disc (31086).

Works with your 4" and 4 1/2" electric angle grinders to strip
large areas quickly .

The Cleaning Disc produces an 80 Grit finish and the Stripping
Disc provides a 320 finish.

Maximum speed: 10,000 rpm.

Check your Grinder Data Tag (on tool) to determine spindle
diameter. Backing Pad is standard for
5/8" x 11 Grinder Spindles

NOTE: Requires (31073) 4-1/2" Backing Pad. Fits grinders with
5/8-11 shaft.
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ACCESSORIES - continued

Inox - MX 3
Displaces, penetrates, lubricates &
protects
No Silicon, acid, kerosene or dieseline.
Great where a water proofing lubricant
is needed.
Outboards, fishing reels,etc. It will not
harm
metal points or surfaces, plastics,
paintings, enamels, fibreglass, formica
or neoprene seals.
300ml Aerosol

Inox - MX4
Penetrates, lubricates & leaves a protective
coating
Lanolin is a natural wax for corrosion and waterproofing for metals, materials, timbers, to
protect sails, leather, outboard motors, fishing
equipment, etc. All areas where a protective
residue is required. No silicone, kerosene,
acids or dieseline.
No stickiness, gooey or gum up, it is harmless
to metal points of surfaces, plastics, painted
& enamel finishes, fibreglass, formica, rubber or
neoprene seals, non-conductive, non-static and
non-corrosive.
300ml Aerosol

SHIP 2 SHORE—PLID THIN FILM & INDUSTRIAL THICK
Made for industry, Ship 2 Shore heavy duty thick film coating is the ultimate in di-electric, anticorrosion,
moisture and anti-corrosion protection.
S2S PLID fluid thin film can be used on steel, steel alloy, stainless steel, galvanized, aluminum, tin, iron
and copper. It has excellent adhesion to metal surfaces and resists splash, spray and complete submersion. PLID shuts down corrosion and electrolysis has a dielectric strength of 40 000 volts. Can be
applied to materials from –35°C to 150°C
S2S Industrial Thick film is a corrosion inhibitor, penetrant, marine lubricant for ferrous and non-ferrous
metals.
It has excellent adhesion to metal surfaces and resists splash, spray and complete submersion. Shuts
down
Corrosion and electrolysis and has a dielectric strength of 9800 volts. It will adhere to materials from
-35°C to 55°C and shows no signs of product breakdown or separation up to 120°C

Wet and Dry Paper Sand Paper
We stock a range of
good quality wet and
dry paper in the following grits.
Sizes:
360, 600, 800, 1200,
1500 600,2000.

Paint Filters
There is nothing worse than doing an excellent paint job ,only
to find there are un-milled bits or
dust in the paint.
Filtering through a paint filter
ensures a perfect job.
Sold in packs of 10.
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Preval Sprayers
Spray anything, anywhere.
Sprays two packs, single packs,
colour coats, primers, topcoats.
Just mix paint, pour into the glass
jar and spray away. Spray up to
500ml of paint or for small jobs, clean
with solvent and use again another day.

Refill Power units available.

Paint Brushes

Genuine bristle brushes at
throw-away prices.
Sizes: 13mm, 25mm,
38mm 50mm
75mm.
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HAMMERITE - Why buy 3 cans when one is all you need?
Inside, outside, fences, trailers, gates, gutter in the home and out in
the garden.
HAMMERED PAINT EFFECT with a metallic sheen.
Apply direct to rust or bare steel.
No Primer or undercoat.
8 year protection.
Colours available: Black, Blue, Copper, Dark Green, Gold,
Silver, Charcoal, Red, and White.
Sizes: 250ml, 750ml, 2.5 litres, 5 litres and Aerosol
SMOOTH EFFECT Glossy finish.
Apply direct to rust or bare steel.
No primer or undercoat.
8 year protection.
Colours Available: Black, Dark Blue, Blue, Copper, Dark
Green, Gold, Silver, Charcoal, Red, Yellow , Cream
and White.
Sizes, 250ml, 750ml, 2.5litres, 5 litres and Aerosol
SATIN FINISH Satin Smooth finish.
Apply direct to rust or bare steel.
No primer or undercoat.
8 year protection.
Colours Available: Black and white.
Size: 250ml, 750ml, 2.5 litres, 5 litres
Direct to GALVANISED Metal Paint
Glossy smooth finish.
Apply direct to non-rusty metal.
No primer.
One coat application.
Colours Available:
White, Silver, Copper, Dark Green, Blue, Black

Hammerite—Ultima
Water-based, apply to any type of metal without a primer.
Advanced corrosion protection for up to 12 years. To
Gates, railings, garden furniture.
Colours Availabe:- Black, Dark Grey, Light Grey, Brown
Red, White

Kurust - Transform rust
to a sound surface in 15
minutes, ready for
painting. Ideal for
small areas of rust
stone chips and
scratches.
Brush Cleaner and Thinners For cleaning
brushes and spills.
Removes dirt, grime, salt and
loose rust. The only thinner
suitable for Hammrite Metal
Paint 250ml 500ml 1 litre,
4 litres
Special Metal Primer - Use as a base
coat under Hammerite Direct to Rust
Paint to improve adhesion to
shiny non-ferrous metal surfaces such as galvanised
steel, stainless steel, aluminium, chrome, brass and copper
250ml 500ml 2.5 litres

HAMMERED FINISH
SMOOTH FINISH

SATIN FINISH
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Importer & Distributor
PPC Co Pty Ltd.
Retail Shop and Warehouse - Unit 1 / 4 Prosperity Parade
Warriewood, Sydney, NSW 2102
Ph.: 02 9999 0122 Email: sales@ppcco.com.au
Contact us for your closest Distributor
Phone 1800 643 229 or visit our website for more informa on
and a full range of products.

Your nearest distributor

Product sizes and specifications may change without notice.

